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ABSTRACT 

Moilanen, Jani 
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Closed Shell Interactions to Singlet Diradicals and Stable Radicals  
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2012, p. 80 
(Department of Chemistry, University of Jyväskylä Research Report 
ISSN 0357-346X) 
ISBN 978-951-39-4962-4 
 
Acquiring knowledge of different interactions within and between molecules is 
a fascinating undertaking as it not only deepens our understanding of chemical 
bonding but also offers insight into electronic structures, molecular properties 
and the connections between these two. This dissertation combines together 
three main group chemistry related topics within the aforementioned theme. 

Research presented in the first third of this dissertation describes wave 
function and density functional theory studies of weak inter- and 
intramolecular interactions in pnictogen-based dimers X3Pn···PnX3 (Pn = N-Bi; 
X = F-I), dithallenes RTlTlR (R = H, Me, tBu, Ph) and octachalcogen dications 
Ch82+ (Ch = S, Se). The conducted theoretical work revealed that dynamic 
electron correlation effects play a key role in the bonding of all examined 
systems. Most importantly, the results showed that the investigated Pn···Pn 
interactions are sufficiently strong to be useful in crystal engineering and they 
also provided the first comprehensive picture of transannular bonding in Ch82+. 

The second third of this dissertation focuses on the analysis of bonding 
interactions in group 13 dimetallenes REER (E = Al-In; R = H, Me, tBu, Ph) and 
in tetrachalcogen tetranitrides Ch4N4 (Ch = S, Se). The use of highly accurate 
theoretical methods provided insight into bonding in these systems and 
demonstrated that their electronic structures contain an important 
multiconfigurational component which had not been recognized before. 
Consequently, the published results give valuable new information about 
diradical contributions to bonding and serve as an illustrative example of the 
important role computational and theoretical methods nowadays play in the 
characterization of molecular systems. 

The last third of this dissertation discusses the results from systematic 
computational and experimental efforts targeting new stable radicals based on 
the ubiquitous β-diketiminate ligand. Density functional theory calculations, 
together with the characterization of the first spirocyclic aluminum bis-β-
diketiminate radical, proved that this ligand framework offers a potential 
building block for the synthesis of a wide variety of new paramagnetic metal-
ligand architectures. 
 
Keywords: main group chemistry, theoretical and computational chemistry, 
synthesis, intermolecular interactions, intramolecular interactions, stable 
radicals, singlet diradical character, closed shell interactions 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

By definition, molecules consist of two or more atoms that are held together by 
strong bonding interactions. 1 In contrast, it is interactions of a much weaker 
nature that typically act between molecules and are the most ubiquitous forces 
functioning at the nanoscale.2,3 In general, the stronger the interaction between 
two atoms, the closer they are to each other.4 Thus, interatomic distance is usu-
ally held as a good indicator of whether different interactions originate from 
strong covalent bonding or result from other weaker forces. However, some-
times it is difficult to assign the nature of a specific bonding interaction solely 
based on the observed interatomic distance. This holds, for example, for many 
bonding situations between group 13 elements.5,6,7,8,9 In such a case, sophisticat-
ed quantum chemical methods are needed to unambiguously determine the 
physical origin of the observed interaction or the total lack of it. The detailed 
investigation of bonding interactions is also important because even small 
changes in how molecules interact can alter the solid state structures of com-
pounds, which, in turn, can have a drastic effect to the properties of the bulk 
material such as its conductance and magnetism.10 If these structure-property 
relationships could be identified and understood already at the molecular level, 
it would greatly help in the rational design of new molecule-based materials.  

This dissertation has been divided into three main parts, each consisting of 
separate sections devoted to theory as well as to results and discussion. The in-
dividual theory sections are not comprehensive reviews of their topics but only 
introduce the most relevant material related to the subsequent discussion. In a 
similar manner, the results and discussion sections only highlight the main out-
comes of the computational and experimental work which has been conducted 
during this research project. The first part of the dissertation focuses on intra- 
and intermolecular interactions, and the aim of this study was to characterize 
the physical origin of different bonding interactions between and within main 
group element species. The aim of the second part of the dissertation was to 
investigate the complex electronic structures of group 13 dimetallenes and tet-
rachalcogen tetranitrides through sophisticated multiconfigurational methods 
capable of describing diradical contributions to bonding. The third part of the 
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dissertation concentrates on experimental and computational studies on the β-
diketiminate ligand and its spirocyclic group 13 complexes. The target of this 
study was to use the β-diketiminate molecular framework in building new sta-
ble neutral spiroconjugated radicals.  
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2 WEAK INTRA- AND INTERMOLECULAR INTER-
ACTIONS IN MAIN GROUP SYSTEMS 

In the absence of strong electrostatic or covalent interactions, intermolecular 
forces, especially van der Waals forces, become predominant and sometimes 
they are the only forces acting between molecular assemblies or atoms, such as 
in noble gas dimers.2,3 Hence, van der Waals forces influence the physical prop-
erties of matter like its melting point, boiling point, vapor pressure, viscosity, 
surface tension and solubility.2 Van der Waals forces can also act in an intramo-
lecular fashion and they often fix the structures of larger molecules into specific 
conformations. Consequently, van der Waals forces play a crucial role in many 
chemical phenomena such as catalysis11 and thermochemistry of organic reac-
tions,12 whereas in biological systems they determine the secondary, tertiary 
and quaternary structures of proteins and enzymes, and are responsible for the 
stacking of base pairs in DNA.2,3 Thus, van der Waals forces have a vital impact 
on life as we know it. 

The standard definition of van der Waals forces includes three different 
interactions: the dipole-dipole, dipole-induced dipole and London forces a.k.a 
dispersion forces.13 The dipole-dipole force can be either attractive or repulsive, 
depending on the relative orientation of the permanent dipoles, while the di-
pole-induced dipole and dispersion force are always attractive.2 The dipole-
dipole and dipole-induced dipole forces are usually stronger than dispersion 
since they arise from the interaction between two molecules of which either 
both (in case of the dipole-dipole interaction) or only one (in case of dipole-
induced dipole interaction) has a permanent electric dipole moment.  Contrary 
to this, the dispersion force originates from transient multipoles that all mole-
cules possess, i making it a weak but omnipresent interaction between all mole-
cules, even those that are nonpolar.  

Archetypical examples of closed shell interactions dominated by the dis-
persion force are S···S14 and CH···S15 interactions that are mainly found in or-

                                                 
i Transient multipoles stem from the fact that the electron density is distributed unevenly in 
space due to the non-static nature of any electronic distribution. 
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ganic molecules. A plethora of molecular systems are also known in which 
closed shell interactions take place between main group atoms,16,17 heavy met-
als18,19 or even between main group atoms and heavy metals.20 An exceptionally 
strong manifestation of the dispersion force is the aurophilic interaction be-
tween Au(I) centers.18 This interaction is further strengthened by relativistic 
effects and its energy varies from 30 to 50 kJ mol-1 as measured by temperature 
dependent nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Similar interactions between 
other closed shell (d10 or d10s2) metal ions, albeit much weaker, have also been 
reported.19 Thus, these attractive forces can be called more generally metallo-
philic interactions. Even though the metallophilic interaction constitutes a rela-
tively new design element in supramolecular chemistry, it has received intense 
interest as a building block for multidimensional functional materials21 since it 
is capable of organizing molecules into dimers, oligomers and infinite chains, as 
well as two-dimensional sheets.18,19  

In recent years, molecules containing main group atoms, in particular 
chalcogens (Ch), have received wide interest in the field of supramolecular 
chemistry since they can form nanotubes16f and molecular systems that have 
columnar architectures held together primarily by dispersion.16e This is rather 
spectacular because the dispersion force does not show much directionality and, 
owing to this, usually network-like structures are obtained.  In addition to the 
Ch···Ch interaction,16 the ability of pnictrogen (Pn) elements to participate in 
Pn··S interactions has recently been used as a specific design element in supra-
molecular systems22 and there are also reports of many other weak interactions 
involving main group atoms in the literature.17,20 However, a deeper theoretical 
understanding of these interactions, like that of the metallophilic interaction, is 
in many cases lacking. This severely hinders their use as building blocks in 
structural chemistry. Moreover, if the non-directional nature of the dispersion 
force could be fixed, for example by modifying the chemical environment 
(sterics) around main group atoms,16f,e it could offer an effective and versatile 
tool for the rational design of new supramolecular and self-assembled systems 
containing main group elements.  

Due to the physical origin of the dispersion force, not all quantum chemi-
cal methods are capable of describing it. Thus, in the following two subchapters, 
the abilities and inabilities of different theoretical methods to describe disper-
sion are first discussed and then the specific case studies reported in detail in 
research Papers I-III are reviewed. Specifically, the original research Paper I 
discusses weak intermolecular pnictogen···pnictogen interactions and their 
quantification with computational methods. In the original research Paper II, 
weak intramolecular interactions in polyatomic cationic chalcogen rings are ex-
amined using high-level approaches, whereas in the research Paper III, a theo-
retical description of the nature of bonding in dithallenes is given.  
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2.1 Quantum chemical methods for the calculation of dispersion 

force 

2.1.1 Ab initio methods 

The simplest approximation of a multi-electron wave function in ab initio elec-
tronic structure theory is the Hartree-Fock (HF) model.23 In this model, the elec-
tronic wave function of a system having N electrons is described with a single 
Slater determinant that consists of N spin orbitals. The approximation ensures 
that the wave function is antisymmetrized and does not violate the Pauli exclu-
sion principle,ii but unfortunately it does not take into account either dynamic 
or static electron correlation effects. It is a well-known fact that dynamic corre-
lation effects are particularly important for the description of closed shell inter-
actions from which the dispersion force originates. However, the HF model 
comprises a convenient starting point for other more accurate approximations 
such as Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MPPT),24 configuration interaction 
(CI)25,26b and coupled cluster (CC),26 which are all suitable quantum chemical 
methods for modeling a large variety of inter- and intramolecular interactions. 

The second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) has been a 
very successful approach to include dynamic electron correlation effects into 
the wave function.23 It offers reasonable accuracy with low computational cost 
and gives size-consistent correlation energies. Size-consistency means that the 
energy of a supermolecule AB equals the sum of individual energies of A and B 
(if A and B are two non-interacting molecules), and it is of particular im-
portance when calculating the interaction energies of weakly bound systems. 
Despite the popularity of the MP2 method in describing correlation effects, it is 
not the best method to be used for modeling weak interactions such as the dis-
persion force since it usually overestimates binding in weakly bound systems. 
Therefore it gives only a semi-quantitative picture of bonding.27 This drawback 
can, however, be fixed, at least to some extent, by using spin component scal-
ing28 or removing basis set superposition error29 with either counterpoise cor-
rection 30 or by using local correlation methods.31,iii The MP3 and MP4 methods 
that expand the perturbation up to the third and fourth order, respectively, can 
also be used to improve MP2 results, but they represent less successful com-
promises between computational cost and accuracy than MP2.23 In addition, the 
MPPT series does not converge unconditionally in every case.23 Thus, for ob-

                                                 
ii The Pauli exclusion principle says that two identical electrons (more generally, two iden-
tical fermions) cannot occupy the same quantum state simultaneously. This means that the 
electronic wave function must be antisymmetric (change sign) upon exchange of two elec-
trons. 
iii Basis set superposition error is also a problem with other correlated ab initio methods, 
whereas it is typically negligible within density functional theory. Basis set superposition 
error, spin component scaling and local correlation methods are discussed in more detail in 
Sections 2.1.3-2.1.5. 
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taining quantitative accuracy of intermolecular interactions, CC or CI methods 
should be used.27 

The CI method can be used to model chemical systems which contain a 
varying amount of electron correlation and it will give the exact (non-relativistic) 
energy for a given basis set if the full-CI (FCI) approach is used.23,25,26b Thus, on 
purely theoretical grounds, it is also the method of choice for modeling weak 
interactions. However, the CI wave function is constructed as a linear combina-
tion of excited Slater determinants, weighted by expansion coefficients. Owing 
to this, as the size of the system increases, the amount of configurations needed 
to recover the full electron correlation energy increases so rapidly that the FCI 
wave function can only be used for the smallest of systems. To lower the com-
putational cost of the CI method, the wave function can be truncated to any ex-
citation level. One of the most widely used CI methods is CISD that includes all 
single and double excitations from the HF reference function. Unfortunately, 
the CISD method, like all other truncated CI methods, is not size-consistent and 
is therefore not applicable for modeling weak interactions. This problem can be 
fixed by introducing quadruple terms into configuration coefficients which ap-
proximate the contributions from higher order excitations to the wave func-
tion.32 The model can further be improved if an approximate treatment of triple 
excitations is included via perturbation theory, yielding the very effective and 
accurate QCISD(T) approach. The QCISD(T) method is especially tailored for 
calculating chemical systems whose wave functions are dominated by strong 
dynamic electron correlation effects.23,25,26b 

Electron correlation effects can also be taken into account with the CC 
model that overcomes the size-consistency problem of truncated CI methods 
simply by construction.23,33 That is, in the CC approach, all excitations are writ-
ten in terms of exponential cluster operators, which ensures that the nonlinear 
terms, generated as products of lower level cluster operators, are also included 
in the truncated wave function. For example, the CCSD method contains con-
tributions from triple and higher excitations that are products of single and 
double excitations. Owing to this, the truncated CC methods maintain size-
consistency and recover more electron correlation than the corresponding trun-
cated CI methods, all within the same computational cost. Therefore, the use of 
any other truncated CI method than QCISD(T) cannot really be justified. A par-
ticularly powerful CC method is CCSD(T) that has been proven to give very 
accurate energies and properties for systems whose electronic structures are 
dominated by a single Slater determinant. However, the CCSD(T) method is to 
some extent also able to describe near degeneracy effects and it can therefore be 
used to model systems with a small amount of static electron correlation in their 
wave function.iv The only real disadvantage of the CCSD(T), and the analogous 
QCISD(T), method is that they can be readily applied to only small or medium 
sized molecular systems, due to their high computational cost. This means that, 
in many cases, model systems must be used in the calculations in place of real 

                                                 
iv For a more detailed discussion about multiconfigurational methods and static electron 
correlation, see Chapter 3. 
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molecules. Alternatively, a part of the molecule can be treated at a lower level of 
theory, as in QM/MM and QM/QM methods, or the geometry of the molecule 
can be optimized using a computationally less intensive approach and only en-
ergies and molecular properties are calculated at a higher level of theory.  

2.1.2 Density functional theory 

Density functional theory (DFT) provides an alternative and highly efficient 
approach to calculate the electronic energies and properties of chemical systems 
since it utilizes the electron density in place of a wave function.34 The reduction 
in computational cost arises from the fact that the electron density depends only 
on three spatial coordinates, whereas the electronic wave function naturally 
depends on the coordinates of all electrons and becomes more complex as the 
number of electrons grows. In principle, DFT gives the exact (non-relativistic) 
electronic energy of the system of interest if the universal functional linking 
electron density to energy is known, as shown by the two famous Hohenberg-
Kohn theorems.35 Unfortunately, the exact form of the linking functional is not 
known and, because of this, approximations need to be employed.34,36 Conse-
quently, the majority of calculations within the DFT framework of electronic 
structure theory are currently carried out employing the Kohn-Sham formalism 
that utilizes a reference determinant (similar to a wave function) to make the 
problem computationally tractable.36 At the same time, all terms that cannot be 
calculated exactly are combined in an exchange-correlation functional which 
forms the big unknown in DFT. Another caveat is the increase in computational 
cost of the method which is now similar to traditional HF. 

Intensive development on exchange-correlation functionals has gradually 
led to the situation that modern DFT can recover a substantial amount of elec-
tron correlation energy and therefore describe many chemical phenomena, in-
cluding some non-covalent interactions, with accuracy comparable to the MPPT 
and CC methods. 37  However, due to the local nature of many exchange-
correlation functionals, they are not able to describe the dispersion force which 
is a purely nonlocal phenomenon and originates solely from long-range elec-
tron correlation.2,34 Various computational approaches have been suggested to 
overcome this deficiency since the DFT formalism is otherwise well-suited for 
accurate calculations of large chemical systems that cannot be treated with 
wave function-based methods.38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45 

The most popular method to correct the dispersion problem in DFT is the 
DFT-D ansatz.v,39 In this approach, the dispersion energy is included as an add-
on term to the standard energy given by Kohn-Sham DFT, 
 
 ������ = ������� + �
��, (2.1) 

 

                                                 
v Searching Web of Knowledge for the three papers describing the original and two modi-
fied versions of DFT-D shows that they are currently (as of November 6, 2012) cited a total 
of 3215 times.   
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where EKS-DFT is the Kohn-Sham energy obtained using the standard exchange 
correlation functional and Edisp is the dispersion correction to energy.39 The first 
(DFT-D1)39a and second (DFT-D2)39b versions of this method were purely em-
pirical and, thus, applicable to a limited number of elements and parameterized 
only for specific functionals. However, the third modification of the method 
(DFT-D3)39c can be used for all elements in the periodic table and coupled to 
any standard density functional. This stems from the fact that, in DFT-D3, the 
most important parameters (pairwise specific atomic dispersion coefficients and 
cutoff radii)vi are calculated from first principles. This also improves the accura-
cy of the approach and DFT-D3 is usually within 10 % of the results obtained 
with CCSD(T).  

Other methods similar to the DFT-D3 approach (developed from first 
principles) have also been proposed but not widely employed.40,41,42 The disper-
sion problem in DFT can, however, be addressed with other methods that have 
vastly different theoretical backgrounds compared to DFT-D. These include 
range-separated hybrid methods treating long-range electron correlation with 
MP2 or CCSD(T),43 specially designed explicitly nonlocal functionals such as 
the Andersson-Langreth-Lundqvist (ALL)44b and van der Waals density func-
tionals (vdW-DF),44a and the symmetry adapted perturbation theory (DFT-
SAPT) formalism.38 Furthermore, some correction for dispersion can be includ-
ed in DFT through parameterization of the functional by including van der 
Waals complexes in the employed fitting set.45 Examples of density functionals 
using this design principle include M06-2X,45b M05-2X45c and X3LYP.45d  

2.1.3 Spin component scaling 

Spin component scaling (SCS) is a simple and significant improvement to the 
traditional MP2 method.28, 46  In this correction scheme, the same spin and 
opposite spin components of the second order correlation energy are scaled to 
fit reaction energy data obtained at the QCISD(T) level of theory.28c Thus, SCS is 
an empirical ad hoc correction to the calculated MP2 energies, but it performs 
much better than the parent MP2 method without any additional 
computational cost and yields molecular structures, vibrational frequencies and 
thermodynamic properties in good agreement with experimental data.28 
Furthermore, the SCS-MP2 method can be used to improve the description of 
weak interactions by using scaling parameters specially tailored for systems 
with non-covalent interactions.47 

Because the SCS scheme is an empirical ad hoc correction to the correlation 
energy, it can also be combined with other ab inito methods than MP2.46,48,49,50 
Particular interest has been given to coupled cluster-based methods, such as 
SCS-CCSD, since they typically outperform all MP2-type methods in descrip-
tion of weak interactions.48 For example, the SCS-CCSD method gives interac-

                                                 
vi The atomic pairwise dispersion coefficient takes into account the polarizabilities of two 
atoms, whereas the cutoff radii determine the interatomic distance region in which the dis-
persion energy decreases and eventually vanishes.   
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tion energies for benzene and methane dimers which are in almost perfect 
agreement with the CCSD(T) data.48b Another CC method for which the SCS 
scheme is implemented is the approximate coupled cluster singles and doubles 
(CC2)51 and it has been proved that this method systematically improves excita-
tion energies of organic molecules when compared to the parent approach.49 In 
addition to CC methods, the SCS formalism can also be used to ameliorate the 
CIS(D) method in which the double excitations are included into the CI wave 
function via perturbation theory.50 As observed for CC2, also SCS-CIS(D) ap-
proach gives better excitation energies than CIS(D).   

Although the SCS formalism is a powerful tool to improve ab initio meth-
ods, it should be noted that it is not itself strictly ab initio,28c and also not the on-
ly approach that takes advantage of spin component scaling parameters. Other 
similar approaches have been developed, such as the scaled opposite spin sec-
ond order perturbation theory method (SOS-MP2), in which only the compo-
nent of opposite spins is parameterized towards a specific training set.52 The 
performance of the SOS-MP2 approach is rather similar to SCS-MP2. 

2.1.4 Basis set superposition error and counterpoise correction 

The use of very high-level of theory does not automatically guarantee that a 
quantitative description of weak interactions is obtained.27 Significant error can 
be introduced to the results if the employed basis set is insufficient. Most nota-
bly, the employed basis set must be at least valence triple-ζ in quality and aug-
mented with both polarization and diffuse functions. Diffuse functions are par-
ticularly important since they allow better description of electron correlation 
effects at the far edges of the electron density distribution. Even if sufficiently 
large basis set are employed, significant error in the results can arise from basis 
set superposition error (BSSE).53 BSSE stems from the fact that the orbital basis 
sets of individual molecules A and B (monomers) are simultaneously used to 
describe the orbital basis set of the intermolecular assembly (dimer) at finite 
separation (Figure 1).29 As a consequence, the interaction energy of the intermo-
lecular assembly is estimated too small and the interaction distance is described 
overly short. 

The simplest way to treat BSSE is to use an extended basis set that is close 
to the complete basis set (CBS) limit.54 A common a posteriori way to treat BSSE 
is the counterpoise correction (CP) that requires two additional energy calcula-
tions EA(ΧAB) and EB(ΧAB) in the dimer basis for monomers A and B, respective-
ly.29,30 In these calculations, the atoms of the other monomers are treated as 
ghost atoms, that is, only their basis functions, but not their nuclei or electrons, 
are present (see Figure 1). By subtracting the energies EA(ΧAB) and EB(ΧAB) from 
the standard energies EA(ΧA) and EB(ΧB) of the individual monomers, the coun-
terpoise correction is obtained 
 
 ��� = ������� + ������� − �������� + ��������. (2.2) 
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Figure 1. The standard (left) and counterpoise corrected (right) method for calculating the 
interaction energy of two weakly interacting molecules A and B. The standard method 
leads to interaction energy (∆������� ) that is too small and, consequently, to an intermolecular 
distance that is too short. This arises because the dimer AB has twice the amount of primi-
tives to describe the interaction as compared to the basis sets of the individual monomers. 
The counterpoise correction procedure yields better interaction energies (∆������� as the en-
ergies of the individual monomers A and B are calculated in the orbital basis of the dimer. 
The monomers A (blue) and B (green) and their orbital basis sets ΧA and ΧB are illustrated 
by ellipsoids. The ghost monomers A and B are marked with a dotted line and background. 

In addition, if the standard interaction energy is defined as 
  
 ����

��� = �������� − ������� + �������, 
 

(2.3) 

 
then the counterpoise corrected interaction energy is given by Equations 2.4 
and 2.5 
 
 ���

��� = ����
��� + ��� (2.4) 

 
 ���

��� = �������� − �������� + ��������. (2.5) 
 

Even though the CP correction requires additional energy calculations, it 
is a practical and simple approach for correcting the interaction energies of mo-
lecular assemblies. However, the CP correction cannot be used to correct BSSE 
from systems with weak intramolecular interactions. These interactions are es-
pecially important in large biological systems and there has been a growing in-
terest in the development of methods which can treat not only intermolecular 
but also intramolecular BSSE. 55  An example of such methods is the semi-
empirical CP correction a.k.a. geometrical counterpoise (gCP)55a that considers 
the contributions of the individual atoms to BSSE. An alternative is the atomic 
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CP method whose fundamental idea is rather similar to gCP.55b Alternatively, 
DFT methods with augmented dispersion correction can also be used to elimi-
nate both intra- and intermolecular BSSE as the density functional formalism is 
by itself characterized by negligible BSSE.55c  

CP correction has also received some criticism because it violates the Pauli 
exclusion principle.29 This can be easily explained with the following example. 
When the energy of the monomer A is calculated in the dimer basis and the at-
oms of the monomer B are treated as ghost atoms, the monomer A has more 
basis functions available than in the conventional calculation. In particular, cer-
tain basis functions which would have been occupied by the electrons of the 
monomer B now become available for the electrons of the monomer A. Thus, 
the Pauli exclusion principle is violated, which can in some cases lead to over-
correction of BSSE. Such overcorrection is a particular problem in hydrogen- 
bonded systems,56 whereas for dispersion dominated systems the CP procedure 
typically yields superior results.57 

In addition to BSSE, all quantum chemical calculations suffer from the ba-
sis set incompleteness error (BSIE).29 BSIE arises from the fact that most of the 
currently used basis sets are too small to describe the systems of interest and 
therefore yield results which deviate significantly from the CBS limit. Because 
BSSE and BSIE have different signs, some error cancellation takes place and ar-
tificially good results can be obtained from calculations employing small basis 
sets and no CP correction.  

2.1.5 Local correlation methods 

Local correlation methods (LCMs) were originally developed to reduce the 
steep dependence of the computational cost on the size of the chemical system, 
but they also introduce another approach to obtain BSSE free energies and ge-
ometries as they avoid the pitfalls of their canonical equivalents by employing 
local orbital spaces to restrict the number of excited determinants in the wave 
function.31 The restriction allows linear scaling of the methods and calculations 
can be accelerated by applying density fitting.vii Thus, even the highest level 
methods such as LCCSD(T) can be used to describe molecules with 50 to 100 
atoms.31,58  

The standard procedure of local correlation methods includes a number of 
key steps. First, the occupied molecular orbitals (MOs) are localized by using 
the standard localization procedures such as Boys,59 Pipek-Mezey60 or natural 
orbitals61 to obtain localized molecular orbitals (LMOs).31,61b On the other hand, 
the virtual space is spanned by nonorthogonal atomic orbitals (AOs) which are 
projected against the occupied orbitals to ensure orthogonality between occu-
pied and virtual spaces.31 Overall, this procedure gives fully localized projected 
atomic orbitals (PAOs). Second, for each correlated LMO the specific orbital 
domain is generated by employing a Bought and Pulay procedure.62 The orbital 

                                                 
vii In the density fitting approximation, the 4-index two-electron integrals are approximated 
by products of 2-index and 3-index integrals. 
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domain includes every single PAO that is generated from all AOs of those at-
oms that significantly contribute to the LMO.31 Once the LMOs and their corre-
sponding domains are formed, excitations are allowed only between LMOs and 
their corresponding domains. This approach significantly decreases the amount 
of excited configurations in the wave function and thereby lowers the computa-
tional cost. Furthermore, if the domains of monomers are determined at large 
intermolecular distance and kept fixed throughout geometry optimization, vir-
tually BSSE free energies and geometries are obtained for the dimer because 
each monomer only contains PAOs from its own basis. Naturally, somewhat 
less correlation energy is recovered due to restrictions in the allowed excitations, 
but the accuracy of the LMOs can be affected by either extending the domains 
or introducing unions of domains for including double and triple excitations. In 
the former method, the standard domains are extended by adding PAOs cen-
tered at neighboring atoms, whereas in latter method the domains are formed 
as a union of either two or three domains for double and triple excitations, re-
spectively.  
 

 

Figure 2. An illustrative example of how the intermolecular interaction energy of a dimer 
can be partitioned to different double excitation classes in local correlation methods 
(LCMs).63 The blue and green circles represent the monomers A and B, respectively, in their 
ground (lower) and excited (upper) state. The vertical arrows correspond to excitations. 

In addition to BSSE free energies, the local correlation methods also allow 
partitioning the intermolecular interaction energy of the dimer to different exci-
tation classes (intramolecular correlation, dispersion, exchange dispersion and 
ionic contribution) which can reveal important information about its physical 
origin.31,viii  This is illustrated pictorially in Figure 2 with the help of double ex-
citations.31,63 Intramolecular correlation is the only class which describes simul-
taneous excitations within one monomer. That is, the electrons are excited from 
the LMOs of the monomer to the virtual space of the same monomer. All other 
excitation classes include simultaneous excitations either from both monomers 

                                                 
viii It should be noted that the partitioning scheme in local correlation methods is only valid 
as long as the orbital domains of the two monomers do not overlap. 
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to their own virtual space (dispersion) or cross-excitations from one monomer 
to the virtual space of the other monomer (ionic and exchange-dispersion). In 
addition to the allowed excitations, two types of excitations are excluded from 
the local correlation methods. These are the double cross-excitations from one 
monomer to the virtual space of the other monomer and the second of ionic ex-
citations. The former are basically responsible for BSSE and should be omitted, 
whereas the latter produce only a small contribution to the interaction energy.  

Local correlation methods are not the only available methods that allow 
decomposition of the interaction energy according to different excitation classes. 
A rather similar analysis can be done by using the supermolecular approach 
within the symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT).64,65 The fundamental 
idea of SAPT is that the interaction energy of two isolated monomers is treated 
as quantities originating from the mutual perturbation of the two monomers.  
Since the interaction energy can be written as a sum of different terms (the elec-
trostatic, inductive, exchange and dispersive components), SAPT provides 
physical insight to the interaction between two monomers. The differences and 
similarities between SAPT and local correlation methods are discussed in more 
detail in the literature,66 but, in general, SAPT is computationally more de-
manding than local correlation methods when post-HF wave functions are em-
ployed.66 However, SAPT can also be combined with the DFT formalism of elec-
tron structure theory, which has made it a rather popular method for the study 
of different intermolecular interactions.38 

2.2 Results and discussion 

2.2.1 X3Pn···PnX3 dimers (Pn = N-Bi; X = F-I) 

Lately, Ganesamoorthy et al. reported the crystal structure of the aminotet-
ra(phosphine) ligand p-C6H4[N(PCl2)2]2 (1) in which short intermolecular con-
tacts exist only between tri-coordinated phosphorus atoms (-NCl2P···PCl2N- = 
3.54 Å), indicating that the attractive dispersion force has a strong influence on 
the solid state packing of this compound (Figure 3).67 The attractive nature of 
the P···P interaction was supported by preliminary theoretical calculations for a 
model system Cl3P···PCl3, which pointed out that the interaction is weak but 
binding. Interestingly, the solid state packing of the fluorine analogue of 1 was 
found to be different and, instead of P···P interactions, dominated by electrostat-
ic intermolecular F···H, F···P and F···C contacts. The absence of P···P interactions 
in the fluorine analogue of 1 was also confirmed by computational analysis.  
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Figure 3. Intermolecular P···P interactions in compound 1. 

Compound 1 is not the only example in which intermolecular interactions 
are observed between halogenated tri-coordinated pnictogen moieties of the 
type -PnX2 (Pn = pnictogen; X = F, Cl, Br and I). An exhaustive search for differ-
ent close Pn···Pn contacts (smaller than the sum of van der Waals radii) from the 
literature revealed that such interactions exist between all pnictogen atoms: -
NF2 (3.07 Å),68 -PCl2 (3.37 Å),69 -AsI2 (3.37 Å),70 -SbCl2 (3.67-3.83 Å)71 and -BiCl2 
(3.89-3.98 Å).71a Analogous intermolecular interactions have also been observed 
for the fully halogenated pnictogen centers in SbF3 (3.92 Å)72 and SbCl3 (3.78 
Å).73 Even though the presence of close Pn···Pn contacts in these structures has 
been noted in the literature, no speculation of their origin has been presented in 
any of the published results. In addition to the crystallographic data, spectro-
scopic measurements have shown that pnictogen trihalides PnX3 (Pn = P, As, Bi; 
X = Cl, Br) can form ethane-like dimers in the liquid state.74 Hence, taken as a 
whole, the tri-coordinated pnictogen moieties -PnX2 and PnX3 seem to have an 
intrinsic ability to form intermolecular interactions, but whether these interac-
tions are strong enough to be used in crystal engineering was unknown. In the 
current work, an extensive computational analysis was carried out for the bifur-
cated C2h symmetric model systems X3Pn···PnX3 (2-6) to find an unambiguous 
answer to the question. The results of this study are presented in full in research 
Paper I. 
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The relatively weak nature of the Pn···Pn interaction in 2-6 is revealed at 

the CP corrected HF level of theory which predicted all of the studied dimers to 
be unbound (Table 1). The inclusion of dynamic electron correlation via pertur-
bation theory changed the picture dramatically and CP corrected MP2 and 
LMP2 yielded very similar results, predicting 10 of the studied dimers to be 
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true minima on the potential energy hypersurface. It needs to be noted here that 
the results at the conventional MP2 level differed considerably from CP-MP2 
and LMP2 data, mainly due to the tendency of MP2 to overestimate the 
strength of the Pn···Pn interaction.27 This led to abnormally short Pn···Pn dis-
tances in all studied systems as well as to location of some unphysical transition 
states (2c and 2d). The fact that the Pn···Pn distances were calculated to be 
around 0.05 Å longer at the LMP2 level of theory than using CP-MP2 can be 
attributed to the formalism employed in the local correlation method which 
limits the number of excitations.31 Furthermore, one of the ionic components is 
totally excluded from the LMP2 approach, which decreases the amount of re-
covered electron correlation even more. 

Table 1. Calculated E···E distances [Å] in X3Pn···PnX3 dimers 
(2-6) and the electronegativity difference of atoms Pn and X 
(ΧPn-ΧX) in the Pauling scale.  

 r(E···E)  
 PBE-D MP2 CP-MP2 LMP2 ΧPn-ΧX 

2a 3.13 3.00 3.14 3.14 -0.94 
2b 3.02 2.80 2.90 2.92 -0.12 
2c 2.92 2.64a 2.81 2.84 0.08 
2d 2.84a 2.48a 2.67 2.69 0.38 
      
3b 3.35 3.17 3.27 3.36 -0.97 
3c 3.01 2.90 3.09 3.18 -0.77 
3d 2.81 2.57 2.80 2.91 -0.47 
      
4b - 3.27 - - -0.98 
4c 3.73a 3.07 3.34 3.42 -0.78 
4d 3.07a 2.85 3.10 3.16 -0.47 
      
5c - 3.81 - - -0.91 
5d 3.88 3.30 3.79 3.84 -0.61 
      
6d - 3.58 - - -0.64 

a Transition state on the potential energy hypersurface. 

The standard exchange-correlation functionals cannot describe the non-
local dispersion force due to their local nature.34 Therefore, it was expected that 
neither PBE0 nor TPSSTPSS replicates the results obtained at the CP-MP2 and 
LMP2 levels of theory. The hybrid PBE0 method predicted only three of the di-
mers (3c, 3d and 5d) to be minima on the potential energy hypersurface, where-
as only two minima (2c and 3c) were located with the TPSSTPSS functional. 
These findings reflect the fact that standard density functionals are not de-
signed to take into account the dispersion force. The performance of the PBE0 
and TPSSTPSS functionals could have been improved by introducing the DFT-
D3 correction, but unfortunately this was not available at the time of the origi-
nal investigations. Consequently, the older and more empirical version, namely 
DFT-D2, was used to correct the PBE functional for dispersion (PBE-D). This 
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approach yielded much better results than either of the two standard function-
als and gave similar Pn···Pn bond lengths for nitrogen and phosphorus dimers 
as LMP2 (Table 1). However, the PBE-D results for the heavier analogues devi-
ated significantly from the LMP2 and CP-MP2 data, and the used functional 
predicted all of these dimers to be transition states, indicating possible ineffi-
ciencies in the atomic parameterization within the DFT-D2 method.  

To summarize, geometry optimizations at the CP-MP2 and LMP2 levels of 
theory indicated clearly that weak Pn···Pn interactions exist within the studied 
dimers 2-5. Furthermore, the acquired data revealed another interesting phe-
nomenon:  the number of stable minima found decreases by one at each con-
secutive step when going down the pnictogen group (Table 1). This could be 
explained with the electronegativity difference between the halogen (X) and 
pnictogen (Pn) atoms. As the electronegativity difference increases, so does the 
polarization of the Pn-X bond and once sufficiently strong, it will lead to a re-
pulsive Pn+δ···+δPn interaction between the monomers. As Table 1 shows, if the 
electronegativity difference stays roughly within ±1 at the Pauling scale, the 
Pn···Pn interaction remains attractive in most of the systems studied.ix Conse-
quently, nitrogen was the only one of group 15 elements that was found to form 
stable dimers in combination with all halogens. 

Table 2. Interaction energies [kJ mol-1] of dimers 2-5.  
 CP-MP2 LMP2 PBE-D SCS-LMP2 LCCSD(T) 

2a -3 -3 -4 -2 -3 
2b -16 -15 -9 -9 -11 
2c -22 -21 -15 -12 -13 
2d -33 -31 -24a -17 -13 
      
3b -15 -13 -11 -8 -9 
3c -24 -21 -18 -11 -12 
3d -42 -36 -31 -19 -15 
      
4c -20 -16 -18a -8 -9 
4d -36 -31 -29a -17 -15 
      
5d -26 -24 -35a -13 -14 
a Transition state on the potential energy hypersurface. 

To gain more insight into the Pn···Pn interaction, the interaction energies 
of dimers were calculated at the SCS-LMP2 and LCCSD(T) levels of theory em-
ploying geometries optimized at the LMP2 level. As seen from Table 2, the dif-
ferent methods yield a qualitatively similar picture of the interaction. That is, 
the calculated interaction energies of dimers decrease as the softness of the hal-
ide X increases. Thus, the most strongly bound systems are the iodine species 

                                                 
ix The only exceptions are 4b (ΧAs-ΧCl = -0.98), 5c (ΧSb-ΧBr = -0.91), 6c (ΧBi-ΧBr = -0.94) and 6d 
(ΧBi-ΧI = -0.64). These can be partly explained by the fact that the valence shell electrons of 
heavy nuclei are more diffuse and the corresponding Pn-X bonds are therefore more easily 
polarized despite smaller difference in electronegativity.  
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2d, 3d and 4d. This result is fully on par with earlier computational works in 
which the interaction energy of a metallophilic attraction in perpendicular 
[XAuPR3]2 dimers was observed to increase in a similar fashion.63 Even though 
CP-MP2 and LMP2 give qualitatively similar results to LCCSD(T), their tenden-
cy to overestimate the strength of the dispersion force led to large quantitative 
differences (Table 2).27a This was, however, corrected by spin component scal-
ing, and as seen in Table 2, the SCS-LMP2 method gives interaction energies 
which are very close to the LCCSD(T) values. Based on these data, it can be 
concluded that the interaction energy in dimers 2-5 varies between -15 and -10 
kJ mol-1, which makes the investigated Pn···Pn interaction comparable in 
strength to that in (H2Pn-PnH2)217d as well as to the S···S and CH···S interactions 
between two benzene molecules.27a 

The PBE-D functional predicted Pn···Pn interaction energies between 
LMP2 and LCCSD(T) data for 2 and 3, whereas the energies for the heavier di-
mers 4 and 5 were closer to the CP-MP2 and LMP2 results. The apparent over-
estimation of the strength of the interaction between the heavier group 15 ele-
ments was a rather interesting result since the PBE-D functional described these 
dimers to be transition states on the potential energy surface. 

The local correlation formalism allows the decomposition of the interac-
tion energy into physically meaningful classes. This kind of energy partitioning 
for dimers 2-5 unambiguously confirmed that the Pn···Pn interaction originates 
from the dispersion force. The analysis also showed that the interaction con-
tains an important ionic component whose importance increases with increas-
ing atomic size. As a matter of fact, the magnitudes of the ionic (35.8 kJ mol-1) 
and dispersion (45.1 kJ mol-1) contributions in the most strongly bound dimer 
3d were close to the values typically observed in aurophilic interactions, even 
though the calculated total interaction energy is much smaller in 3d.63 However, 
the aurophilic interaction is strengthened by relativistic effects,18 which readily 
explains the difference from the investigated Pn···Pn interactions. 

2.2.2 Homopolyatomic chalcogen dications Ch82+ (Ch = S or Se) 

The physical origin of weak transannular chalcogen···chalcogen (Ch···Ch) inter-
actions in inorganic ring systems has puzzled both computational and experi-
mental chemists for a long time.75,76,77,78 These interactions exist both in hetero-
cyclic rings (see Section 3.3.1)78,79,80 as well as in homopolyatomic cations.75a,81 
An archetypical example of the latter species is the octasulfur dication S82+ (7a) 
that has an overall chair-like molecular shape with one weak transannular 
Ch···Ch interaction (Figure 4).75a The heavier chalcogen analogues of 7a are also 
known and they have similar molecular structures with one weak transannular 
Se···Se or Te···Te interaction.81 

The length of the Ch3···Ch7 interaction in chalcogen dications 7 is clearly 
elongated if compared to typical S-S (2.06 Å) and Se-Se (2.32 Å) single bond 
lengths, which indicates that a closed shell attraction (dispersion) might exist 
between atoms Ch3 and Ch7. On the other hand, a qualitative picture of bond-
ing interactions in 7 can be obtained using Gillespie’s rules, developed for main 
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group cage and cluster systems, which signify that the Ch3···Ch7 interaction 
should be covalent in its origin.76b Moreover, the atoms in molecules (AIM) 
analysis revealed a bond critical point within the Ch3···Ch7 bond path in all 
Ch82+ dications, which further underlines the covalent character of this interac-
tion.75a The results from AIM analyses were supported by detailed spectroscop-
ic studies of 7a which revealed a Raman stretch associated with the transannu-
lar S3···S7 bond.  
 

 

Figure 4. The chair-like molecular structures of S82+ (7a) and Se82+ (7b) with one weak 
Ch3···Ch7 cross-ring interaction. Average experimental bond lengths: r[S3···S7] = 2.859(3) Å 
and r[Se3···Se7] = 2.950(4) Å.75a,81b  

If the Ch3···Ch7 interaction in 7 is primarily covalent in nature, HF should 
be able to describe it with sufficient accuracy. Nevertheless, the HF method was 
shown to give an overly short Ch3···Ch7 distance for both S82+ and Se82+, indicat-
ing that they should possess a classically σ-bonded bicyclic structure.75b Any 
attempt to improve the HF results by treating dynamic electron correlation with 
MPPT led to a significant (up to 1 Å) overestimation of the Ch3···Ch7 interaction 
in both dications,75b which suggests that the transannular interaction in these 
systems cannot originate solely from closed shell interactions.27,82  

Ciolowski and Gao were the first to conduct a more detailed theoretical 
analysis of 7a and 7b using localized natural orbitals (NOs) at the MP2 level.75b 
This revealed that a significant amount of electrons in the wave functions of 7 
are transferred from the formally occupied orbitals to the virtual space. Thus, it 
was concluded that the wave functions of octachalcogen dications most likely 
contain multiconfigurational character. Unfortunately, no higher-level calcula-
tions could be performed due to the computer hardware limitations at the time. 

If the electronic wave functions of Ch82+ dications truly contain some 
amount of multiconfigurational character, DFT methods would be expected to 
be able to describe their geometries in a reasonable fashion.x Nevertheless, the 
performance of different density functionals has been highly varied.75 For ex-

                                                 
x For a more detailed discussion about the performance of DFT in describing multiconfigu-
rational character, see Section 3.2.1.  
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ample, the MPW91MPW91 functional provided exceptionally accurate geome-
tries for both dications,75a whereas the BLYP exchange-correlation functional 
performed very poorly and predicted significantly elongated cross-ring interac-
tion in S82+.75b 

Owing to the inconsistencies in the theoretical results and the lack of high-
level calculations for any Ch82+, it can be concluded that a solid physical expla-
nation of their weak Ch3···Ch7 interaction had not yet been presented. Thus, an 
extensive quantum chemical study of the dications was conducted which con-
firmed the complexity in their electronic structures. The results from these in-
vestigations were reported in full in the original research Paper II. 

The structures of S82+ and Se82+ were first optimized in the gas phase with 
different single determinant methods (HF, MPPT, QCISD(T), CCSD(T) and 
DFT). All of the employed methods predicted Ch-Ch bond lengths in good 
agreement with the experimental data but they gave highly varying results for 
the Ch3···Ch7 contact (Figure 5). The HF and MP2 methods performed similarly 
to what has been described before and predicted the Ch3···Ch7 interaction ei-
ther too short or too long, respectively.75b Interestingly, HF level calculations for 
the triplet state gave lower energy solutions for both dications. The perfor-
mance of MPPT could be improved by considering correlation effects to the 
third order (MP3), but the addition of fourth order terms (MP4) led again to a 
substantial elongation of the Ch3···Ch7 contact in both systems studied. The 
QCISD(T) and CCSD(T) methods were the only single determinant ab initio ap-
proaches which were able to predict the Ch3···Ch7 distances in S82+ and Se82+ in 
good agreement with the experimental data. 

DFT-based methods showed varying performance with one clear trend: 
the Ch3···Ch7 contact became shorter whenever the amount of exact exchange 
used in the functional increased. From all of the density functionals employed, 
PBE0 performed the best and gave geometrical parameters that outperformed 
even QCISD(T) and CCSD(T). It was also noted that the inclusion of empirical 
dispersion correction (DFT-D3) improved the description of the Ch3···Ch7 con-
tact only slightly. This finding was consistent with the earlier notion that the 
dispersion force does not determine the observed transannular interaction. 

The crystal structures of both S82+ and Se82+ contain several short cation-
anion contacts that could potentially have a strong influence on the geometries 
of the cations.75a,81b,c If the observed Ch3···Ch7 distances are long simply due to  
secondary bonding interactions, the comparison of calculated gas phase geome-
tries to the X-ray data is not justified. Thus, it was important to ensure that the 
theoretical methods predicted comparable structures for octachalcogen dica-
tions both in the gas phase and in the solid state. This was confirmed by run-
ning solid state calculations at the HF, B3LYP, PBE and PBE0 levels of theory 
for S82+. The results showed that all of the employed methods performed simi-
larly as in the gas phase, which supports the view that secondary bonding in-
teractions do not play a significant role in determining the transannular dis-
tances, thereby validating comparisons between gas phase and X-ray data. 
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Figure 5. Deviations between the calculated and experimental bond lengths [Å] for (a) S82+ 
and (b) Se82+.75a,81b All data calculated in the gas phase. Color code: Ch-Ch bond lengths 
(green), Ch···Ch (blue). 

Before the wave functions of octachalcogen dications were modeled using 
multiconfigurational methods, NO analyses were performed for the optimized 
geometries at the QCISD(T) level of theory.xi The analyses showed that both 
dications have several NOs whose occupation is either notably lower than 2 or 
higher than 0, supporting the existence of strong electron correlation effects.75b 
Most importantly, the NOs of S82+ (Se82+) that are bonding and antibonding with 
respect to the Ch3···Ch7 interaction were found to have fractional occupations 
of 1.86 e- (1.87 e-) and 0.20 e- (0.19 e-), respectively (Figure 6). This not only of-
fered an explanation for the elongation of the Ch3···Ch7 bonds but it also indi-
cated that the HOMO-1 to LUMO excited determinant could be important in 

                                                 
xi For a more detailed discussion about NO analysis, multiconfigurational methods and 
static electron correlation, see Chapter 3. 
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recovering the correlation effects. However, even though this determinant was 
specifically included in the complete active space (CAS) wave function, the cal-
culations did not lead to any significant improvement of the results (Figure 5). 
Furthermore, the inclusion of dynamic electron correlation via second order 
perturbation theory (CASPT2) or by multireference configuration interaction 
(MRCI) yielded varying results. These data clearly showed that static electron 
correlation effects do not play a key role in the electronic structures of Ch82+.  

 

 

Figure 6.The most important fractionally occupied QCISD(T) natural orbitals of E82+ along 
with their occupancies. 

Having established that the transannular interactions in Ch82+ originate 
from dynamic correlation other than dispersion, the role of different excited 
determinants in the overall picture was investigated by optimizing the geome-
try of S82+ at the CISD, QCISD and CCSD levels of theory. The CISD approach 
does not take into account the disconnected double excitations and it gave a 
very short S3···S7 distance of 2.362 Å.25 The addition of four-electron correlation 
effects via QCISD and CCSD lengthened the S3···S7 distance to 2.572 Å and 
2.627 Å, respectively, indicating that the effect of disconnected terms is signifi-
cant. A comparison of these data to the most accurate CCSD(T) level calcula-
tions further showed that the triple excitations contribute approximately the 
same amount to the S3···S7 interaction as the disconnected double terms. 

In light of all of the above data, it could be concluded that the transannu-
lar interactions in Ch82+ originate from covalent bonding which becomes signifi-
cantly elongated and weakened due to strong and complex dynamic electron 
correlation effects arising from disconnected double and higher excitations. 
Thus, a large and balanced set of determinants is needed to obtain an accurate 
description of the electronic structures of octachalcogen dications. Consequent-
ly, when all of the essential electron correlation effects are taken into account 
either using QCISD(T) or CCSD(T), the transannular interactions are predicted 
in good agreement with the X-ray data. 
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2.2.3 RTlTlR dithallenes (R = alkyl, aryl) 

In the 1970s, Lappert et al. synthesized the novel tin(II) alkyl dimer 
{Sn[CH(SiMe3)2]2}2 that was found to have a weak Sn=Sn double bond in the 
solid state.83 The compound was kinetically stabilized using sterically encum-
bered ligands and was considered to be the first one to have a formal multiple 
bond between two heavy main group elements under ambient conditions. Since 
the discovery of this compound, sterically encumbered ligands have been used 
to stabilize a plethora of other compounds that contain homonuclear multiple 
bonds between heavier group 14 and 15 elements.84  

It was long thought that group 13 elements cannot form homonuclear 
multiple bonds due to their electron-deficient nature. It has, however, later been 
observed that even the heaviest group 13 element thallium can form a homonu-
clear “double” bond in RTlTlR, provided that large enough substituents are 
used (R = C6H3-2,6-(C6H3-2,6-Pri2)2).85 However, in this compound, the metal-
metal bond is actually slightly elongated (3.09 Å) compared to a typical Tl-Tl 
single bond (2.88 Å) and the -CTlTlC- core adopts a planar trans-bent (not linear) 
structure. It was also found that the dimer readily dissociates into monomers in 
solution, which underlines the weak nature of its Tl-Tl bond.  

From a theoretical point of view, the nature of multiple bonding in all 
group 13 dimetallenes and their dianions has often been explained with the 
contribution from the “slipped” S-type orbital which is the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) in dimetallenes.5 If this orbital truly has metal-metal 
bonding character, its effects should be visible already at the HF level of theory. 
However, in case of dithallenes, the above explanation can be immediately ex-
cluded since HF predicts the parent species HTlTlH to be unbound.6 This 
strongly suggests that the bonding interactions in dithallenes are not covalent, 
but resemble more closed shell interactions between Tl(I) monomers.86  Clearly, 
the existing theoretical evidence offers no support for a double bond in the par-
ent dithallene. It was therefore of interest to have a closer look at the electronic 
structures of the model systems 8 with more realistic substituents. The results of 
this study are presented in full in research Paper III. 
 

 
 

As expected based on earlier theoretical results, all studied dithallenes 
were found to be unbound at the HF level of theory.6 A dramatic change to this 
picture was observed when dynamic electron correlation effects were treated 
either with MP2 or CCSD(T). Both of these correlated methods predicted Tl-Tl 
distances which were in reasonable agreement with the experimental data, in-
dicating that a closed shell metal-metal attraction plays an important role in the 
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electronic structures of all dithallenes. Even though a detailed analysis of the 
results did not give any indication of static electron correlation in these systems, 
CAS and CASPT2 calculations were nevertheless performed as the wave func-
tions of their lighter aluminum and gallium analogues were shown to possess 
some diradical character (see Section 3.3.2). Geometry optimizations at the CAS 
level gave structures in which the Tl-Tl distance was strongly elongated and, in 
fact, 8d was not even bound at this level. These results were significantly im-
proved by inclusion of dynamic electron correlation via perturbation theory 
(CASPT2), which yielded similar geometries to MP2 and CCSD(T) for 8.  

The consistency of the results at the MP2, CCSD(T) and CASPT2 levels 
confirmed that the thallium-thallium bond in dithallenes originates solely from 
dynamic electron correlation effects and dispersion in particular. An energy 
analysis at the CCSD(T) level  further augmented this view and showed that the 
interaction energies of 8a and 8b are around -10 kJ mol-1, which is considerably 
less than the typical energy of a Tl-Tl single bond (≈164 kJ mol-1).xii  

  

                                                 
xii The single bond energy was evaluated by calculating the dissociation energy of Tl-Tl 
bond in H2Tl-TlH2. 
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3 MULTICONFIGURATIONAL CHARACTER IN 
MAIN GROUP SYSTEMS  

Electron correlation effects are generally divided into two categories, dynamic 
and static, of which the latter can also be called non-dynamic electron correla-
tion.23 Dynamic electron correlation refers to the correlated motion of electrons 
which arises from their instantaneous mutual repulsion. This kind of electron 
correlation is particularly important for molecular assemblies interacting via 
non-covalent interactions.xiii In contrast to dynamic electron correlation, static 
electron correlation stems from the degeneracy or near degeneracy of different 
electronic configurations. In other words, a molecule or atom has multiconfigu-
rational character in its wave function. A representative and common chemical 
phenomenon that involves static electron correlation is the homolytic dissocia-
tion of covalent bonds. Multiconfigurational character is also present at the 
wave functions of main group singlet diradicals.87 

Diradicals have two unpaired electrons that occupy two degenerate or 
nearly degenerate molecular orbitals (MOs), and depending on the interaction 
of these electrons, they can form either a singlet or a triplet state via antiferro-
magnetic or ferromagnetic coupling, respectively.88 Owing to this, they are a 
class of compounds that has gained considerable amount of visibility since the 
understanding of their spin interactions can lead to creation of novel materials 
that could be used as suitable building blocks for spintronics (spin-based elec-
tronics) which utilizes electron spin for encoding and transmitting infor-
mation.89 

For a long time, triplet state diradicals were more extensively studied than 
singlet diradicals because they have longer lifetimes. It was also thought that 
singlet diradicals exist only as transition states and short-lived intermediates in 
chemical reactions.88 However, the synthesis of 2,4-diphosphacyclobutane-1,3-
diyl by Bertrand et al. in 1995 was a major breakthrough in the field of stable 
singlet diradicals and it initiated a new strategy to stabilize main group singlet 
diradicals.90 Currently, a plethora of different main group singlet diradicals are 

                                                 
xiii For a more detailed discussion about dynamic electron correlation, see Chapter 2. 
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known of which many are based on the same structural motif as 2,4-
diphosphacyclobutane-1,3-diyl.87 Although their increased stability decreases 
diradical character, they are potentially applicable as initiators for radical reac-
tions, as radical scavengers91 and as starting materials for antiferromagnetic 
low-spin polymers exhibiting metallic conductivity.92 

Since the wave functions of singlet diradicals contain (near) degeneracy ef-
fects, they must be described using high-level multiconfigurational methods if 
quantitative accuracy is sought.23,93 The use of sophisticated computational ap-
proaches has not only given insight into their complex electronic structures but 
it has also increased our understanding of the nature of chemical bonding in 
general.87 For example, together with experimental results, quantum chemical 
calculations have proven that a short interatomic distance is not necessarily a 
sign of covalent bonding or strong interaction between two radical sites.  

In the following two subchapters, the theory behind multiconfigurational 
character and singlet diradicals is first introduced. Then the qualitative and 
quantitative performance of different quantum chemical methods in describing 
static electron correlation effects is briefly reviewed. The results and discussion 
part reports two specific case studies which are discussed in full in research Pa-
pers II and III. The original research Paper II reports on the multiconfigura-
tional character of tetrachalcogen tetranitirides, whereas in research Paper III, 
the electronic structures and singlet diradical character of group 13 dimet-
allenes are examined.  

3.1 Multiconfigurational wave functions and diradicals  

Multiconfigurational character of wave function is often connected with bond 
breaking and formation processes in which MOs dissociate or merge in order to 
form new MOs.23,93 By no means is multiconfigurational character restricted to 
these processes as even the electronic ground states of many molecules or atoms 
include (near) degeneracy effects. Particularly, the wave functions of molecules 
containing transition metals are often dominated by static electron correlation 
effects as different electronic configurations have very similar energies.93 The 
excited states of molecular systems also usually have strong configurational 
mixing, which leads to multiconfigurational wave functions. None of the 
aforementioned situations can be described by using the HF approach and a 
single Slater determinant, which makes the use of more sophisticated quantum 
chemical methods mandatory.23,93 In this respect, it is illustrative to examine the 
dissociation of a hydrogen molecule, H2, as an example of a system whose 
treatment requires the use a multiconfigurational wave function.  

By using a minimal basis set and omitting the normalization constant and 
spin function, the restricted Hartee-Fock (RHF) wave function of H2 can be 
written in terms of a single Slater determinant 
 
 �� = �� � = !��"��!��"#�, (3.1) 
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where ψ1 = χA+χB is the bonding MO built from s-type AOs χA  and χB located at 
the nucleus A and B, respectively, and r1 and r2 are the spatial coordinates of 
electrons 1 and 2, respectively.93 By expanding the MOs in the above wave func-
tion as products of AOs, Equation 3.1 can be written in the following form 
 
 �� � = �$��"�� + $��"����$��"#� + $��"#�� 

= $��"��$��"#� + $��"��$��"#� + $��"��$��"#� + $��"��$��"#�. 
(3.2) 

 
The four terms can be rearranged 
 
 �� � = �$��"��$��"#� + $��"��$��"#�� + �$��"��$��"#� + $��"��$��"#�� (3.3)
 
to better illustrate that the RHF wave function of H2 contains two terms in 
which electrons are located at separate nuclei as well as two terms in which 
both electrons are located at the same nucleus. These terms describe the cova-
lent and ionic contributions to bonding, respectively, which means that the RHF 
wave function contains an equal amount of covalent and ionic character. At the 
equilibrium geometry, this is a reasonable approximation and the RHF ap-
proach gives a H-H bond distance which is close to the experimental value. 
However, upon dissociation, the ionic contribution gives an unphysical picture 
of bonding as it localizes both electrons to the same nucleus, giving one hydro-
gen atom with a positive charge (H+) and one hydrogen atom with a negative 
charge (H-). Since all covalent bonds dissociate homolytically, the unphysical 
ionic contribution must be removed from the wave function of H2 when de-
scribing dissociation. This can be done by introducing a second Slater determi-
nant (Ψ2) into the total wave function of H2 which takes into account the anti-
bonding MO (ψ2 = χA-χB). 

 The total multiconfigurational wave function (ΨMC) of H2 can be con-
structed as a linear combination of two Slater determinants which have differ-
ent coefficients C1 and C2 determining the weights of the determinants Ψ1 and 
Ψ2 in the total wave function, 
 
 �&� = '��� + '#�#.93 (3.4) 

 
The multiconfigurational wave function ΨMC can be expanded in terms of AOs 
in a similar fashion to the RHF determinant 
 
 �&� = '��$��"�� + $��"����$��"#� + $��"#�� 

											+'#�$��"�� − $��"����$��"#� − $��"#�� 

													= �'� − '#�	�$��"��$��"#� + $��"��$��"#�� 

              +�'� + '#��$��"��$��"#� + $��"��$��"#��. 

(3.5) 
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It can be clearly seen from Equation 3.5 that, by using the multideterminant 
wave function and varying the coefficients C1 and C2, not only the artificial ionic 
contribution can be removed during the dissociation process but also the whole 
potential energy curve of H2 can be described correctly. Thus, at large 
separation, the coefficient C2 will have roughly the same value but opposite sign 
than C1 (C1 ≈ -C2), whereas close to the equilibrium geometry C1 ≈ 1 and C2 ≈ 0 
to remove the second Slater determinant from the wave function. During the 
bond breaking and formation process, the coefficients C1 and C2 adopt values in 
between these two extremes in order to give a good description of the potential 
energy curve. 

3.1.1 Singlet and triplet diradicals 

Diradicals are usually described by a two-electron two-orbital model.87,88b,94 In a 
perfect diradical, the two MOs Φa and Φb are completely degenerate, orthogo-
nal and they do not interact with each other. In such a case, two electrons can be 
placed in the two MOs Φa and Φb in six different electronic configurations of 
which three are singlet states and three are triplet states.xiv Because the three 
triplet states are equivalent in energy,xv a perfect diradical has four energy ei-
genstates: three singlets and one triplet. According to Hund’s rule, the triplet 
state will be the most stable one, which is in agreement with the fact that pure 
diradicals often have a triplet ground state. However, there are some specific 
cases when a singlet state may fall below the triplet in energy. The relative or-
dering of the four possible states can be predicted by considering the overlap 
(SAB), exchange (K) and Coulomb (J) integrals. The SAB term describes the over-
lap between the MOs Φa and Φb, whereas J and K are two-electron operators 
describing the Coulomb electron-electron repulsion and the quantum mechani-
cal exchange correction to the Coulomb repulsion energy, respectively. 

In general, a strong overlap SAB between two degenerate or nearly degen-
erate MOs Φa and Φb stabilizes one of the singlet states.87,88b,94 If the overlap be-
tween these orbitals becomes large enough, the singlet state might fall below 
the triplet. However, the strong overlap of MOs will ultimately lead to bond 
formation and in such a case, MOs Φa and Φb form bonding and antibonding 
combinations. If the energy difference between these two orbitals is sufficiently 
large, the two electrons with opposite spins will occupy the lower energy or-
bital according to the Aufbau principle, which leads to a closed shell singlet 
state and to the total suppression of diradical character. Another case when the 
singlet state is favored over the triplet occurs when the two MOs Φa and Φb are 
not degenerate. In this case, the ground state multiplicity depends on the differ-
ence between the one-electron energies of the two MOs Φa and Φb. In order for 

                                                 
xiv Two of these configurations violate the indistinguishability of fermions. Therefore, the 
wave functions describing one of the singlet and triplet states must be formed as a linear 
combination of the two configurations.  
xv This is true only in the absence of an external magnetic field and if the effect of the zero 
field splitting is neglected. 
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the singlet state to be favored, the difference must be greater than the exchange 
integral K between these MOs.  

The last case when the energy of a singlet state might fall below the triplet 
is slightly different from two above examples.87,88b,94 In case of triplet state 
diradicals, the spin parts of the two unpaired electrons are identical. Conse-
quently, they cannot occupy the same MO as demanded by the Pauli exclusion 
principle. In singlet state diradicals, the two formally unpaired electrons have 
opposite spins and they can, therefore, be located in the same region of space 
without violating the Pauli exclusion principle. As a consequence, the electron-
electron repulsion originating from the Coulomb integral is naturally weaker in 
a triplet state diradical than in a singlet state. However, when MOs Φa and Φb 
are disjoint, i.e., they do not have atoms in common, the two electrons occupy-
ing these orbitals never appear in the same region of space, whether their spins 
are parallel or antiparallel. Due to this, the mutual electron-electron repulsion 
originating from the Coulomb integral is significantly lowered for a singlet state 
wave function. Furthermore, the exchange integral becomes virtually inde-
pendent of the state multiplicity. As a result, the energy of the singlet state 
comes close to that of the triplet, in which case the multiplicity of the ground 
state is determined by the interactions of the two electrons occupying MOs Φa 
and Φb with the other electrons in the system. Hence, Hund’s rule can be violat-
ed and the singlet state might become more stable than the triplet.  

3.1.2 Quantification of singlet diradical character 

Singlet diradical states play an important role in many chemical systems and 
phenomena: in compounds containing main group atoms,87 organic chemical 
reactions as short-lived intermediates,88b,95 thermal sigmatropic migrations such 
as the Cope rearrangement,96 optical transformations97 and in dye-sensitized 
solar cells within singlet fission chromophores.98 In order to know the exact 
amount of singlet diradical character in the wave functions of different chemical 
systems, it is important to be able to quantify it. However, there are no direct 
means to experimentally measure singlet diradical character since it is not a 
physical observable but a property of the wave function.99 Nevertheless, an in-
direct indication of singlet diradical character of a molecular system can be ob-
tained by measuring the energy difference between its lowest singlet and triplet 
states. A small singlet-triplet gap generally corresponds to strong singlet diradi-
cal character and the inverse is true as well. However, there exists one problem 
in quantifying singlet diradical character through the singlet-triplet gap: a zero 
splitting between the lowest singlet and triplet states naturally corresponds to a 
pure (100%) diradical, but no clear-cut definition for 0% diradical character can 
be made. Another method to quantify singlet diradical character from experi-
mental data employs the valence configuration interaction scheme in which the 
necessary quantities are taken from one- and two-photon absorption spectra, 
phosphorescence and electron spin resonance peaks.100 It was, however, noted 
that the values determined through this route deviate from theoretical data 
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without scaling. Hence, the quantification of singlet diradical character is still 
strongly based on theoretical methods.  

From a theoretical point of view, singlet diradical character can be qualita-
tively determined from the calculated singlet-triplet gaps and from the forms of 
magnetic orbitals obtained via broken symmetry calculations.101a As in the case 
of experimental characterization methods, these analyses are not capable of 
quantifying the extent of singlet diradical character in any precise manner. Thus, 
a variety of different methods have been developed which are able to give an 
accurate numeric description of singlet diradical character. For example, the 
quantification of singlet diradical character in these methods is based on second 
hyperpolarizabilities,102  the magnitude of spin contamination in the broken 
symmetry determinant,101 natural orbital occupation numbers obtained from 
general valence bond calculations103 and on orbital overlap.104 In addition to the 
above methods, multiconfigurational approaches can also be used to determine 
the amount of singlet diradical character either from the CI vector coefficients105 
or from the natural orbital occupation numbers (NOONs).106 

Because the wave functions of singlet diradicals are multiconfigurational, 
their description requires at least two Slater determinants whose weights are 
determined by the CI vector coefficients. In a perfect singlet diradical, the Har-
tree-Fock determinant and the doubly excited determinant have equal weights 
in the multiconfigurational wave function, in which case the corresponding CI 
vector coefficients CRHF and CDE are both 2-½.xvi The diradical character can then 
be defined with a simple relation 
 
 ��)*�

+

�#,½�+
⨯ 100% = 2�'�3�

# ⨯ 100%  (3.6) 

 
which approaches unity (100 %) for pure diradicals and zero (0%) for closed 
shell singlet states.105 

Alternatively, NOONs from a multiconfigurational wave function can be 
used to evaluate the amount of singlet diradical character.106 The natural orbit-
als are those which diagonalize the one-particle density matrix, and their occu-
pation numbers are the eigenvalues of this matrix.107 In a perfect diradical, the 
two natural orbitals which are associated with the diradical character have 
identical occupation of one electron each.106 However, occupation numbers de-
viate from one in all imperfect diradicals and an index for singlet diradical 
character can be obtained by comparing the occupation number of the acceptor 
orbital (nACC) to the reference value of one electron 
 
 �455

�
⨯ 100%.  (3.7) 

 
It has been shown that as the level of theory increases, NOONs converge 

towards values that they adopt in the exact wave function.108 However, as the 

                                                 
xvi This can be easily seen from Equation 3.5 in which C1 and C2 correspond to the CRHF and 
CDE CI vector coefficients, respectively. 
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exact wave function cannot be reached for many electron systems, the accuracy 
of the NO analysis depends on the quality of the multiconfigurational wave 
function used in the actual calculations. This holds also when using the CI vec-
tor coefficients in the analysis. Hence, if the multiconfigurational wave function 
is based on only two determinants, which is the minimum active space in calcu-
lations of singlet diradicals, the amount of singlet diradical character becomes 
overestimated by both methods.23,93 In order to obtain close to converged re-
sults, it is recommended that an active space close to the full valence space is 
used. In case of NOONs, occupations calculated at the CISD(T) and CCSD(T) 
levels of theory can also be used if the system of interest has only a small or 
moderate amount of diradical character in its wave function.108 It should also be 
noted that the NO analysis always predicts slightly higher diradical character 
than the CI method as the acceptor orbitals contain also electron density from 
excitations other than that associated with the diradical nature. 

3.2 Quantum chemical methods for the calculation of static elec-
tron correlation effects  

As explained above, multiconfigurational character arises from the fact that 
wave functions are dominated by more than one Slater determinant and it is 
static electron correlation, not dynamic, that is needed to model these (near) 
degeneracy effects. However, in quantum chemistry, the distinction between 
dynamic and static electron correlation is sometimes wavering as both correla-
tion effects are simultaneously present at the wave function.23,93 Thus, in many 
calculations, quantum chemical methods which take into account both dynamic 
and static correlation effects must be used. An alternative to multiconfigura-
tional approaches is offered by the broken symmetry formalism which is signif-
icantly less accurate in modeling static electron correlation but applicable to 
much larger systems.109 

3.2.1 Broken symmetry formalism 

The HF model, be it restricted or unrestricted, is an inadequate approximation 
of a multiconfigurational wave function. Hence, in many cases, it is often neces-
sary to test the applicability of the HF model to a given problem by testing the 
stability of the self-consistent field (SCF) solution with respect to different con-
straints.23 Negative eigenvalues in the stability analysis indicate instability in 
the wave function which means that a lower energy solution can be obtained by 
allowing more flexibility to the wave function. Typically the instability of an 
SCF solution is a sign of multiconfigurational character in the wave function 
and the restricted-unrestricted instability in particular often indicates the pres-
ence of singlet diradical character. 

In contrast to RHF, the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) method allows an 
open shell wave function whose spatial symmetry can relax. It is exactly this 
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flexibility of the UHF wave function that is used in unrestricted broken sym-
metry formalism to simulate static electron correlation effects by allowing α and 
β MOs to localize on different atomic centers.109 In case of singlet diradicals this 
means that two electrons with antiparallel spins can occupy two spatially dif-
ferent MOs even though the multiplicity of the total wave function is still for-
mally a singlet.94b,109 However, there is one serious drawback in this formalism: 
the UHF wave function for a singlet state is not a pure spin state but a spin con-
taminated mixture of singlet and triplet states. This means that the wave func-
tion is not anymore an eigenfunction of the total spin operator. Hence, the bro-
ken symmetry approach should not be used for accurate quantitative analysis 
although the eigenvalue of the total spin operator has been employed to quanti-
fy the amount of singlet diradical character.101 

Similarly to the RHF wave function, the stability analysis can also be per-
formed for a restricted Kohn-Sham SCF solution.34 However, the absence of 
negative eigenvalues in this case does not always exclude instability in the 
wave function though the opposite is always true. This is due to the fact that in 
the DFT formalism, instability reflects the capability of the chosen exchange-
correlation functional to describe the electron density with a single Slater de-
terminant constructed from Kohn-Sham orbitals, whereas in the HF formalism 
the instability serves as a direct measurement of the quality of the wave func-
tion. In principle, DFT should give a proper description of molecular systems 
with multiconfigurational character in their wave function even without the 
need to use broken symmetry formalism. Unfortunately, this only holds if the 
exact exchange-correlation functional is known. As all practical calculations use 
approximate exchange-correlation functionals, they have the same shortcom-
ings as all other single determinant-based methods. However, there are a cou-
ple of exceptions when broken symmetry DFT calculations perform well for 
singlet diradicals. If the two partially occupied MOs Φa and Φb are disjoint, the 
broken symmetry DFT approach typically gives reasonable results.110 In addi-
tion, if the singlet diradical character is small or moderate, exchange-correlation 
functionals without exact (HF) exchange generally outperform their hybrid var-
iants in calculations.34  

3.2.2 Multiconfigurational methods 

Multiconfigurational methods give a very balanced description of wave func-
tions that are dominated by static electron correlation effects.23,93 The most 
commonly used method to treat static electron correlation is the multiconfigura-
tional self-consistent field (MCSCF) approach in which the shortcomings of sin-
gle determinant-based methods are avoided by variationally optimizing the 
orbitals together with the CI coefficients of several electronic configurations. 
However, the simultaneous optimization of orbitals and CI vector coefficients is 
a difficult nonlinear problem, which strictly restricts the length of MCSCF ex-
pansions. This introduces the most important challenge in MCSCF calculations: 
the selection of an appropriate configuration space. In early applications of the 
MCSCF formalism, configurations were selected individually based on physical 
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and chemical insight, but nowadays the partitioning of orbital space is done in a 
more systematic manner. Two of the most commonly used variants of the 
MCSCF approach are the complete active space (CAS)111 and the restricted ac-
tive space (RAS) methods.112   

In CAS calculations, the orbital space is divided into three different sets of 
orbitals that are the inactive (core), active and secondary (virtual) orbitals.23,93 
The inactive and secondary orbitals are doubly occupied and unoccupied, re-
spectively, in all configurations. In contrast, there are no limitations to the oc-
cupancies of the active orbitals. Hence, the CAS wave function contains all con-
figurations which can be generated by doing a FCI within the active space. In 
this respect, a CAS wave function takes into account all electron correlation ef-
fects within a limited orbital subspace.  

In RAS calculations, the active space is further partitioned into three sub-
spaces which are called RAS1, RAS2 and RAS3.23,93 The RAS2 space is exactly 
the same as the CAS active space and is therefore not subjected to restrictions in 
electronic excitations. However, the RAS1 and RAS3 spaces set more re-
strictions to the allowed excitations. The RAS1 space consists of formally dou-
bly occupied orbitals in which a certain number of holes can be allowed. For 
example, only single and double excitations can be done from of these orbitals. 
In contrast, the RAS3 space can be occupied with only a given number of elec-
trons in different configurations, that is, only certain electron excitations are 
allowed to these formally unoccupied orbitals. 

Although CAS and RAS methods are extremely powerful tools in compu-
tational quantum chemistry and make it easier to carry out MCSCF calculations, 
they are far away from being black box methods.23,93 Choosing the active space 
is a complex task that requires much physical insight to the problem at hand. 
The easiest way to ensure that a balanced description of a system is obtained is 
to include all valence electrons and orbitals into the active space. However, this 
is only possible for the smallest of systems since the number of configurations 
becomes unmanageably large as the size of the active space increases. Nowa-
days, the maximum amount of active orbitals is between 10 and 20, which 
means that the choice of the active space must be done very carefully. Localized 
or natural orbitals from high-level single determinant methods can be used as 
guidelines in this process, but it has to be remembered that, in extreme cases, 
they might have only little or no relevance to the actual multiconfigurational 
character of the system in question.  

An MCSCF wave function offers the best way to treat (near) degeneracy 
effects, but it has reduced capabilities to describe dynamic electron correlation 
due to limitations in the size of the active space.23,93 For quantitative accuracy, 
dynamic electron correlation can be taken into account via MPPT, CI or CC ap-
proaches. Two of the most widely used methods are CAS augmented with sec-
ond order perturbation theory (CASPT2)113 and multireference configuration 
interaction (MRCI).114 In recent years, a lot of development has also been done 
on methods in which the MCSCF wave function is augmented with a coupled 
cluster-based ansatz.115 Both CASPT2 and MRCI produce very balanced wave 
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functions and they can be used to model exceptionally complex systems. Unfor-
tunately, they suffer from the same problems as their corresponding single de-
terminant variants. Specifically, CASPT2 gives non-variational energies and 
MRCI is not size-consistent.23,93 The size-consistency problem of MRCI can, 
however, be easily corrected by introducing a correction for quadruple excita-
tions in an ad hoc manner, which gives the MRCI+Q approach.116,xvii 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Chalcogen-nitrogen heterocycles Ch4N4 (Ch = S or Se) 

Weak transannular chalcogen···chalcogen (Ch···Ch) interactions are a recurring 
theme in the chemistry of certain electron-rich inorganic ring systems.117 Proba-
bly the most well-known example is tetrasulfur tetranitride, S4N4 (10a), which is 
structurally related to the eight membered homopolyatomic chalcogen dica-
tions (see Section 2.2.2).79h However, the presence of two fewer valence elec-
trons in 10a compared to 7 gives it a cage-like structure with not just one but 
two short transannular S···S interactions that are significantly elongated if com-
pared to a typical S-S single bond (Figure 7).79c,e,g The selenium analogue 
(10b)79b,d,f of S4N4 as well as the hybrid species Se2Se2N4 (10c)79a can also be syn-
thesized and they are both structurally isomorphous to S4N4 with two transan-
nular Ch···Ch contacts. 
 

 

Figure 7. The cage-like molecular structures of S4N4 (10a) and Se4N4 (10b) with two weak 
cross-ring Ch···Ch interactions. Average experimental bond lengths: r[S1···S3] = r[S2···S4] = 
2.596(1) Å and r[Se1···Se3] = r[Se2···Se4] = 2.742(2) Å.79c,79d 

Although a qualitative picture of the relevant bonding interactions in 10 
can easily be derived from the basic cluster framework, cuneane, by following 
Gillespie’s structural rules,76b the exact nature of the short Ch···Ch contacts in 10 
has initiated much debate ever since the crystal structure of 10a was first re-
ported.77 Over the years, the weak bonding interactions in 10 have been probed 
using extended Hückel calculations as well as more advanced quantum chemi-
cal methods such as HF, DFT and MP2. Unfortunately, it has proven very diffi-

                                                 
xvii The quadruple correction has several different variants. For further details, see reference 
116a and references therein. 
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cult to accurately predict the molecular geometry of 10 using computational 
approaches. For example, the Hückel approximation77k indicates that 10a 
should display a classical σ-bonded structure instead of weak Ch···Ch interac-
tions and this picture is retained at the HF level.77e If the transannular interac-
tions in 10 are primarily orbital-based (covalent) as suggested by both Hückel 
and HF data, dynamic electron correlation effects should have only a minimal 
effect on the calculated geometries. However, the use of perturbation theory 
leads to significant overestimation of the Ch···Ch interactions even when in-
creasing the order of perturbation up to the fourth order.77b DFT also has severe 
difficulties in reproducing the experimental geometries of 10 and the perfor-
mance of the B3LYP hybrid functional is notoriously poor as it significantly 
overestimates (up to 1Å) the Ch···Ch contacts.77b 

Because a solid physical explanation of transannular interactions in heter-
ocyclic chalcogen rings 10 was still lacking and these interactions had gained 
renewed interest,118 a detailed theoretical study of bonding in 10a and 10b was 
conducted at the highest possible levels of theory. The following is a short 
summary of the original results reported in full in research Paper II. 

The geometries of heterocyclic rings 10a and 10b were first optimized us-
ing single determinant-based methods including HF, MPPT, QCISD(T),  
CCSD(T) and DFT. All aforementioned levels of theory predicted Ch-N bond 
lengths which were very close to the experimental values, but the optimized 
transannular Ch···Ch distances varied much more between different methods 
(Figure 8). At the HF level, the Ch···Ch contacts were slightly underestimated, 
while the performance of the perturbation series depended on the order of the 
perturbation. Both MP2 and MP4 overestimated the Ch···Ch interactions, 
whereas the results at the MP3 level were in reasonable agreement with the ex-
perimental data. The overall performance of the MPPT series clearly demon-
strates that the Ch···Ch interactions cannot originate purely from closed shell 
interactions as these are already accounted for (at least semi-quantitatively) at 
the MP2 level.27,82 The QCISD(T) and CCSD(T) methods were the only single 
determinant ab initio approaches which were able to predict the Ch···Ch dis-
tances in tetrachalcogen tetranitrides in good agreement with the experimental 
data. 

Interestingly, the DFT methods (particularly BLYP) performed better for 
Ch4N4 than for Ch82+ even though a similar trend between the amount of exact 
exchange and the transannular Ch···Ch distance was observed in both cases. 
Furthermore, the PBE0 functional showed again the best performance and the 
effect of empirical dispersion correction (DFT-D3) was only minute. 

The crystal structures of 10a and 10b contain several intramolecular inter-
actions that could have a strong impact on the observed geometries.79 If the ob-
served transannular distances are long simply due to crystal packing effects and 
secondary bonding interactions, the comparison of calculated gas phase geome-
tries to the X-ray data is not justified. However, the gas-phase electron diffrac-
tion study of 10a is consistent with the X-ray data119 and the solid-state calcula-
tions for S4N4 at the HF, B3LYP, PBE and PBE0 levels of theory converge to sim-
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ilar geometries as the gas phase optimizations. Thus, these findings support the 
fact that secondary bonding interactions do not play an important role in de-
termining the transannular distances, thereby validating comparisons between 
gas-phase and X-ray data. 
 

 

Figure 8. Deviations between the calculated and experimental bond lengths [Å] for (a) S4N4 
and (b) Se4N4.79d,119 All data calculated in the gas phase. Color code: Ch-N bond lengths 
(green), Ch···Ch (blue). 

Before the wave functions of Ch4N4 were modeled using multiconfigura-
tional methods (CAS, CASPT2, MRCI and MRCI+Q), a natural orbital analysis 
was performed for the optimized geometries at the QCISD(T) level of theory. 
The NO analysis revealed that both 10a and 10b had a number of NOs whose 
occupation numbers deviate significantly from 2 or 0. Typically NOONs that 
are less than 0.05 e- are observed for molecular systems that are well-described 
by a single Slater determinant. Hence, the results of NO analyses indicated that 
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the electronic structures of Ch4N4 are influenced by strong electron correlation 
effects. The most important fractionally occupied NOs were found to be associ-
ated with the Ch···Ch interactions: two bonding orbitals having NOONs of 1.88 
e- each and two antibonding orbitals with NOONs of 0.16 e- each (Figure 9). 
Thus, these were the four most important orbitals to be included in the active 
space in subsequent multiconfigurational calculations. 

 

 

Figure 9. The most important fractionally occupied QCISD(T) natural orbitals of E4N4 along 
with their occupancies. 

In contrast to the Ch82+ dications, the geometries of tetrachalcogen 
tetranitrides, and the Ch···Ch interaction in particular, were found to be well-
described at the CAS level of theory. The inclusion of dynamic electron correla-
tion effects via MRCI improved the results only slightly. This was strong evi-
dence that static, not dynamic, electron correlation plays an important role in 
the wave functions of Ch4N4. A more detailed analysis of the CI vector coeffi-
cients revealed that the wave functions of Ch4N4 indeed contain diradical char-
acter, as well as tetraradical character, associated to each Ch···Ch interaction. 
These results were further supported by UHF calculations that predicted the 
triplet and quintet states of Ch4N4 to be lower in energy than the singlet state. A 
rough estimate of the singlet diradical character in Ch4N4 was obtained from 
the NOONs and it was found to be approximately 10 % per Ch···Ch bond. 

At this point it was yet unclear why the CASPT2 method, although being 
able to take into account static electron correlation, significantly overestimates 
the Ch···Ch contacts in both tetrachalcogen tetranitrides. The poor performance 
of the perturbation correction was ultimately traced to the overestimation of the 
role of doubly excited determinants in the total wave function. It also needs to 
be noted here that since the wave functions of Ch4N4 contain important static 
electron correlation effects, it was not entirely surprising that the different den-
sity functionals performed much better than in the case of Ch82+ dications. 
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In light of all of the above data, it could be concluded that the transannu-
lar interactions in Ch4N4 originate from covalent bonding which becomes sig-
nificantly elongated and weakened primarily due to static electron correlation 
effects. Thus, only a small number of excited determinants are needed to obtain 
an accurate description of their electronic structures. In this respect, the diradi-
cal character associated with the Ch···Ch interactions in Ch4N4 is reminiscent of 
weak exchange-coupling of two radical species via overlap of their singly occu-
pied molecular orbitals. 

3.3.2 REER dimetallenes (E = Al-In; R = alkyl, aryl)  

Although it was long thought that the electron deficient nature of group 13 el-
ements prevents the formation of homonuclear multiple bonds, Berndt and 
Klusik ultimately showed that compounds containing B=B bonds could be syn-
thesized via reduction of tetraorganodiboron species.120 Shortly after these find-
ings, the heavier monoanion radicals [R2EER2]•- (E = Al or Ga), with a formal S-
bond order of one-half, were also reported.121 Solid state structural studies con-
firmed that these radicals have shorter E-E bond lengths than the neutral spe-
cies R2EER2, which is consistent with the formation of a S-type interaction.  

The true revolutionizing step in the chemistry of group 13 homonuclear 
multiple bonds was the report of Robinson et al. on the digallyne salt 
Na2[RGaGaR] (R = C6H3-2,6-(C6H2-2,4,6-iPr3)2) in 1997 as it was the first heavier 
group 13 alkyne analogue.122 However, the observed Ga-Ga bond length (2.32 Å) 
was not much shorter than a typical Ga-Ga single bond (2.48 Å) and the -
CGaGaC- array had a markedly trans-bent structure with bridging Na+ ions. 
This initiated a lively debate regarding the nature of the Ga-Ga bond in this 
compound and various theoretical approaches were used to examine its elec-
tronic structure.5,7 Because different theoretical studies gave different descrip-
tions of the nature of bonding in Na2[RGaGaR], a solution to the problem was 
sought through synthesis of the neutral RGaGaR species that should contain a 
Ga=Ga double bond. 

 The structure of the first neutral digallene RGaGaR (R = C6H3-2,6-(C6H3-
2,6-iPr2)2) was published by Power et al. five years after the digallyne salt and it 
was found to have a similar trans-bent geometry with a long Ga-Ga bond (2.63 
Å).123 In addition, cryoscopic measurements suggested that the dimer dissoci-
ates to RGa: monomers in solution, especially when bulky substituents were 
used.124 Hence, experimental data indicated that the Ga-Ga “double” bond in 
RGaGaR was considerably weaker than a single bond, which also cast doubt on 
the existence of a Ga-Ga triple bond in the digallyne salt. Shortly after, the heav-
ier In and Tl analogues of RGaGaR were also synthesized and they were shown 
to adopt similar trans-bent structures in the solid state.85,125 However, all at-
tempts to synthesize corresponding dialuminenes gave only the cycloaddition 
product of the putative dimetallene with the solvent, indicating different reac-
tivity for these species.126  

A number of different theoretical studies have been published with the fo-
cus on explaining the nature of bonding in the formally doubly bonded dimet-
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allenes.5a,b,6a,7b,c,f,8,9 At first, an explanation of the structures of dimetallenes was 
given based on a donor-acceptor bonding model,6a,8 but later studies have con-
centrated on the role of the “slipped” S-type orbital in the bonding description. 
This orbital is the HOMO of dimetallenes and it is formally antibonding with 
respect to the metal-metal bond.5a,b If the most important bonding interactions 
in dimetallenes truly originate from the “slipped” S-type orbital, then the HF 
method should predict their molecular geometries in reasonable agreement 
with experimental data. However, HF calculations yielded structures with Ga-
Ga bonds that are weaker and significantly elongated compared to the experi-
mental bond lengths.5a,b,6a In contrast, DFT calculations yielded accurate geo-
metrical parameters for digallenes, but the Ga-Ga interactions were neverthe-
less predicted to be very weak and similar in strength to closed shell interac-
tions.9 However, it is not entirely clear how the standard formalism of DFT is 
able to describe bonding in dimetallenes since it does not take into account dis-
persion effects. 

As neither orbital nor closed shell interactions alone seem to offer a solid 
physical explanation of bonding in dimetallenes, a detailed theoretical investi-
gation of the electronic structures of model systems 11-13 was performed. The 
results of this study are presented in full in research Paper III and a short re-
view of the most important findings is given below.  
 

 
 

The geometries of 11-13 were first optimized with three standard quantum 
chemical methods: HF, MP2 and B3LYP (Table 3). As seen from the results, only 
MP2 and B3LYP gave bond lengths which were in reasonable agreement with 
the experimental values. By testing the stabilities of the RHF wave functions it 
was found that all of the model systems had restricted-unrestricted instabilities 
and lower energy solutions could be obtained by using the broken symmetry 
approach. The resulting UHF optimized structures were approximately 5-20 kJ 
mol-1 lower in energy than the corresponding RHF solutions and in much better 
agreement with the experimental data (Table 3), which indicated that all of the 
lighter dimetallenes 11-13 have a small amount of singlet diradical character in 
their wave functions. The presence of singlet diradical character in 11-13 is not 
entirely unexpected considering that the analogous diboronenes have triplet 
ground states.127 
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Table 3. Optimized metal-metal bond lenghts [Å] in 11-13 at different levels of theory. 

 HF UHF MP2 CCSD(T) CAS CASPT2 B3LYP Exptl. 

11a 2.78 2.57 2.65 2.65 2.68 2.62 2.67 

 11b 2.91 2.73 2.72 2.71 2.75 2.66 2.74 
11c 2.95 2.64 2.71 - 2.78 - 2.76 
11d 2.91 2.70 2.69 - 2.73 - 2.73 
         

12a 2.79 2.65 2.55 2.57 2.66 2.50 2.64 
2.51-
2.63a,b  

12b 2.92 2.70 2.61 2.62 2.72 2.53 2.70 
12c 2.96 2.74 2.60 - 2.75 - 2.71 
12d 2.95 2.95 2.59 - 2.70 - 2.69 
         

13a 3.34 3.33 2.97 2.99 3.10 2.88 3.06 

2.98c 13b 3.45 3.12 3.02 3.04 3.16 2.92 3.11 
13c 3.50 3.13 3.00 - 3.20  3.13 
13d 3.73 3.70 3.01 - 3.18 - 3.14 

aReference 124. bReference 123. cReference 125.   

A proper treatment of diradical character in dimetallenes requires the 
use of a wave function which has (at least) two configurations: in addition to 
the RHF determinant, the configuration which transfers electrons from the E-E 
antibonding HOMO to the E-E bonding LUMO+1 is needed. Pictorially this cor-
relation can be represented by drawing the Lewis structures A and A’ which 
correspond to the RHF and doubly excited determinants, respectively (Figure 
10). When such static electron correlation is included in the calculations via a 
CAS wave function, the geometries of dimetallenes are found to be in much 
better agreement than HF with the experimental data. The agreement can be 
improved even more if dynamic electron correlation is included via perturba-
tion theory (CASPT2). This is particularly true for diindenes, which serves as a 
good illustration of the fact that closed shell interactions become stronger as the 
atoms become heavier. In this respect, it needs to be noted that the electronic 
structures of dithallenes were found to be exclusively governed by dynamic 
electron correlation effects (see Section 2.2.3).   
 

 

Figure 10. Lewis structures describing the RHF (A) and the doubly excited singlet diradical 
determinant (A’) of dimetallenes.  

The amount of singlet diradical character in dimetallenes was quantified 
using both CI vector coefficients and NOONs, and found to be the strongest in 
dialuminenes (15%) and the weakest in diindenes (6%). Consequently, the 
diradical character in 11-13 ranges from small to moderate, which readily ex-
plains the good performance of both DFT and CCSD(T) in geometry optimiza-
tions (Table 3). However, the calculated data at the MP2 level is surprisingly 
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accurate which is somewhat unexpected. A subsequent analysis of natural or-
bitals and their occupation numbers revealed that the good performance of the 
MP2 method was fortuitous and resulted mainly from the overestimation of 
closed shell interactions at this particular level of theory. 

Table 4. Interaction energies [kJ mol-1] of 11-13.  
 HF UHF B3LYP CCSD(T) 

11a -25 -40 -63 -64 
11b -15 -46 -47 -50 
11c -11 -25 -45  
11d -12 -19 -47  
     

12a -17 -35 -52 -51 
12b -11 -25 -41 -41 
12c -9 -11 -41  
12d -8 -8 -39  
     

13a -8 -8 -31 -30 
13b -7 -11 -28 -24 
13c -6 -11 -29  
13d -3 -3 -23  

 
To gain more insight into the strength of E-E bonds in dimetallenes, the in-

teraction energies of 11-13 were calculated at different levels of theory (Table 4). 
All methods gave the same qualitative trend: when the size of the group 13 el-
ement increases, the strength of the E-E bond decreases. Moreover, energy 
analysis at the HF level undoubtedly proved that the “slipped” S-type orbital 
interaction makes only a small contribution to the bonding of all systems stud-
ied. The use of an UHF wave function gave slightly better interaction energies 
for all systems, but to further quantify the strength of the metal-metal interac-
tion in 11-13, the interaction energies were also calculated by using the theoreti-
cally most accurate the CCSD(T) and B3LYP approaches. At these levels of the-
ory, the interaction energies of 11-13 were approximately between -60 and -25 
kJ mol-1; these absolute values are much smaller than the typical single bond 
energies (Al, 219 kJ mol-1; Ga, 242 kJ mol-1; In, 203 kJ mol-1) calculated for refer-
ence systems H2E-EH2.xviii These data lend strong support to the view that the 
E-E bonding in group 13 dimetallenes is by all standards considerably weaker 
than in a typical single bond. 
  

                                                 
xviii The single bond energies were evaluated by calculating the dissociation energies of E-E 
bonds in H2E-EH2. 
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4 SPIROCYCLIC MAIN GROUP RADICALS 

A number of experimental and theoretical studies have shown that, in addition 
to metals and inorganic semiconductors, free radicals can be used to manufac-
ture conducting and magnetic materials.128 However, in order for a molecular 
radical-based material to behave like a bulk metal it needs to fulfill two crite-
ria.129 First, its building blocks, the neutral molecular radicals, should have long 
enough lifetimes. Second, these molecules should arrange themselves in the 
solid state in a manner that enables the transmission of magnetic or conductive 
interactions in three dimensions. Because of these prerequisites, chemists have 
in recent years put much effort on the rational design of new stable radi-
cals.128,130,131 The study of radical species is also important from a purely fun-
damental perspective as it helps to develop our understanding of molecular 
structure and bonding. 

Being mostly organic, free radical magnets and conductors would have 
one significant advantage over traditional metals and inorganic semiconductors: 
they would be modifiable through chemical synthesis. Since both metals and 
semiconductors have an indispensable function in the modern technological 
society, it is not difficult to imagine what the impact of molecular materials 
with analogous properties would be. However, a lot of work still remains to be 
done in this research area as metal-like room temperature free radical conduc-
tors still await their discovery. Furthermore, all currently known molecular rad-
icals that achieve magnetic ordering in the solid state do so only at extremely 
low temperatures.132 Consequently, the quest for new stable radicals with prop-
erties more tuned for the synthesis of molecular metals continues vigorously. 

The following two subchapters begin with an introduction to techniques 
used in the stabilization of molecular radicals. Specific emphasis is put on spi-
roconjugation, which is then discussed in the context of neutral coordination 
compounds of stable main group radicals with group 13 elements. The results 
and discussion part reports a specific case study under the same topic whose 
results were originally published in the research Paper IV.   
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4.1 Stabilization of radical species  

Long-lived radicals are usually divided into two categories: stable and persis-
tent radicals.xix,131,133 The first group includes radicals which can be isolated and 
handled as pure compounds under an inert atmosphere at room temperature, 
whereas the second group contains radicals which are sufficiently long lived to 
be observed by spectroscopic methods.131 As can be easily imagined, the syn-
thesis of stable radicals is not a straightforward task due to the intrinsic nature 
of unpaired electrons to pair up, i.e., to form chemical bonds. For this reason, 
different methods are being employed to stabilize free radicals. Two of the most 
common approaches involve steric protection of the radical site (kinetic stabili-
zation) and extensive delocalization of the unpaired electron within a π-type 
system.  
 

 
 
The best and most well-known example of a sterically (and to some extent 

delocalization) stabilized radical is the polychlorinated triarylmethyl (PTM) 
radical 14 in which the unpaired electron resides on a methyl carbon that is en-
tirely protected by three fully chlorinated phenyl rings.134 The most important 
for the protection are the chlorine atoms in ortho-positions, whereas the halo-
gens in para-positions can be removed and changed for different groups or at-
oms without suppressing the stability of the radical.129 This architecture makes 
the PTM radical extremely stable and, consequently, its lifetime is measured in 
decades under ambient conditions. Thus, PTM is called an inert carbon-free 
radical and it behaves very much like a classical organic compound. Unfortu-
nately, the strong kinetic stabilization of the radical site in PTM suppresses both 
unwanted and wanted reactivity, and some of the synthesized PTM derivatives 
are remarkably inert to almost all reagents and do not even undergo normal 
radical combination reactions.129,135 Moreover, steric hindrance also prevents 
spin interactions between radicals that is essential, for example, for establishing 
magnetic coupling. 

A second popular method to stabilize radicals is to use extensive delocali-
zation of the unpaired electron.130,131 The phenalenyl ring (15) is an archetypical 
example of a radical stabilized through this route.136 Although the unpaired 
                                                 
xix The definition of stable and persistent radicals is somewhat dependent on the author. 
See references 131 and 133 for further details. 
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electron is delocalized by the conjugated π-system, the parent radical exists in 
equilibrium with the σ-dimer (15’) in solution. The phenalenyl radical also 
shows sensitivity towards oxygen which is itself a stable triplet radical. Howev-
er, in deoxygenated and dilute solutions, the phenalenyl radical has a long life-
time even without further steric protection, which illustrates the effectiveness of 
electron delocalization in radical stabilization. If further stability of the molecu-
lar framework is sought, it can be obtained by introducing more steric bulk to 
the carbon-based backbone in phenalenyls, which prevents the formation of a σ-
dimer.137 Indeed, the placement of three tBu groups at the three peripheral car-
bons completely inhibits the σ-dimerization pathway and leads to π-stacking of 
the phenalenyl radicals in the solid state (15´´). This gives rise to antiferromag-
netically coupled π-dimers which are indefinitely stable in the solid state under 
an inert atmosphere. However, the steric protection by tBu groups does not 
prevent 15’’ from reacting with oxygen, which means that under ambient condi-
tions, the dimer readily decomposes to phenalenone derivatives (as well as to 
other unidentified products) within one week. 
 

 
 

Even though the PTM and phenalenyl radicals are among the most widely 
known examples of stable radicals, they are by no means the only systems that 
can be stabilized through steric protection or electron delocalization. For exam-
ple, kinetic stabilization has been used to stabilize cyclopentadienyl138 and ami-
nyl radicals,139 the isolation of the latter requiring the use of extreme steric bulk. 
In principle, any S-type radical offers the possibility to delocalize spin density 
over its S-system, though cyclic molecules are better than acylic ones since they 
maximize conjugation.130 Some respective examples of radicals exhibiting S-
delocalization are Gomberg's triphenylmethyl radical 140  as well as sulfur-
nitrogen-based heterocyclic radicals such as thiazyls.141 Another more specific 
way to increase the stability of radicals via delocalization of the unpaired elec-
tron is to use spiroconjugation.142  

4.1.1 Spiroconjugation 

A spirocyclic coordination compound has a structure in which two ligands are 
in a mutually perpendicular orientation and coordinated to a central element.142 
If both ligands have an antisymmetric S-type frontier orbital, their perpendicu-
lar orientation maximizes the orbital overlap, which gives rise to spiroconjuga-
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tive interactions over the central element and, consequently, to splitting of the 
energy levels (Figure 11, left). In spiroconjugated radicals, the conjugated orbit-
als are only partially occupied, which means that the unpaired electron is delo-
calized over the entire molecular framework, greatly increasing the stability of 
the radical. If, on the other hand, the two ligands have symmetric S-type orbit-
als, a spirocyclic structure is formed but the orbitals cannot interact with each 
other and remain essentially degenerate (Figure 11, right).  
 

 

Figure 11. In spirocyclic systems, conjugative orbital interactions over the central insulating 
element (M) lead to the splitting of the energy levels (left), whereas non-conjugative inter-
actions give rise to a degenerate orbital set (right). 

Spiroconjugation is a recurring theme in the field of molecular materials 
science since it offers an excellent framework to stabilize radicals.143,144,145  This 
unique molecular framework has been used in different purposes, for example, 
to stabilize chelating main group ligands with atypical charges,145 to investigate 
intermolecular spin transfer144b and to create stable triplet state diradicals.144c 
The extensive delocalization of the unpaired electron in spiroconjugated struc-
tures also resolves two problems that are related to the synthesis of neutral rad-
ical conductors.146 The first is Peierls instability which, at the molecular level, 
means that radicals typically associate into closed shell dimers, leading to either 
a semiconducting or purely insulating ground state. The second is the trapping 
(localization) of the spins on radical sites which suppresses charge transporta-
tion. Moreover, the small frontier orbital level splitting in spiroconjugated radi-
cals gives rise to an unconventional quarter-filled energy band in the solid state, 
which increases the conductivities of these radicals much more than could be 
achieved by delocalization alone.143d In light of these data, it can be concluded 
that the spiroconjugated structural motif is an excellent molecular framework to 
create neutral radicals with potential applicability in the field of molecule-based 
materials.  
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4.2 Stable neutral spirocyclic radicals involving group 13 ele-

ments 

Spirocyclic bis-phenalenyls (16-18; R = alkyl, aryl) are one of the most well-
known stable spiroconjugated radicals.143 These molecules have interesting 
magnetic, conductive and electrochemical properties and they can be easily 
synthesized by reduction of their corresponding cationic salts with a common 
reducing agents such as cobaltocene, tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene or 
bis(pentamethylcyclopentadienyl)-nickel(II).  
 

 
All spirocyclic bis-phenalenyl radicals have a similar spiroconjugated 

structure in which two perpendicular phenalenyl rings with antisymmetric S-
type frontier orbitals are held together by a single boron atom.143 The solid state 
packing of spiro-bis-phenalenyls has been intensively studied by Haddon et al. 
using X-ray diffraction. Their results have revealed that the spiro-bis-
phenalenyl radicals can form either σ-dimers or S-dimers in the solid state.xx All 
σ-dimers have been found to be diamagnetic as the two radical sites interact 
strongly and their spins pair up to create an σ-bond. In contrast, in S-dimers, 
spiro-bis-phenalenyls can couple either diamagnetically (at lower temperatures) 
or paramagnetically (at higher temperatures).143a,b This arises from the fact that 
the interplanar distance between two π-stacked phenalenyl radicals increases as 
the temperature is increased. Hence, the overlap of the two singly occupied mo-
lecular orbitals (SOMOs) on neighboring phenalenyl units is decreased, which 
makes spin pairing less favored. In addition, excess of spin density remains on 
the outer phenalenyl ligands at higher temperatures, which prevents further 
spin pairing and, consequently, stabilizes the paramagnetic state. 

Piers et al. have recently synthesized two persistent spirocyclic radicals, 
19a and 19b, in which a substituted 2,2´-bipyridyl is coordinated to 9-bora-9,10-
dihydroanthracene.147 The radicals 19 can be obtained by treating THF solutions 
of the respective cationic salts with one equivalent of potassium graphite. The 
addition of the reducing agent quickly gives rise to dark green/brown solutions 

                                                 
xx Some solid state structures of spiro-bis-phenalenyls are heavily distorted and do not 
readily fall into either of these two categories. 
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and the extraction of reaction mixture with toluene affords 19a and 19b as dark 
solids. 

 
 
Since there are no crystal structure data for radicals 19, their characteriza-

tion is based on electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy and com-
putational studies.147 Experimentally measured isotropic g-values for 19a and 
19b were found to be close to 2.0, which is typical for organic S-based radicals 
containing only light p-block heteroatoms. Furthermore, the simulation of their 
EPR spectra by using calculated hyperfine coupling constants as initial esti-
mates of the true couplings yielded an excellent match. This confirmed that 
most of the spin density remains on boron and on the atoms of the substituted 
2,2´-bipyridyl ligand. Hence, in these radicals, the spin density is not delocal-
ized over the entire molecular framework. A closer look at the frontier orbitals 
calculated for 19a revealed that the SOMO is strongly localized on the 2,2’-
bipyridyl ligand and, consequently, there are no conjugative orbital interactions 
between the two ligands in the molecule. 

In addition to the above examples, there are two other well-characterized 
classes of compounds in the family of stable neutral spirocyclic radicals involv-
ing group 13 elements: spiro-bis-boraamidinate radicals (20)145 and spiro-bis-
diazabutadiene radicals (21). 148  Chivers et al. have generated spiro-bis-
boraamidinates from their lithium salts by oxidizing them with iodine,145 
wheras spiro-bis-diazabutadiene radicals can be synthesized by reacting an ani-
onic gallium N-heterocyclic carbene analogue of diazabutadiene with “GaI”,148a 
for example. Other synthetic routes also exist for spiro-bis-diazabutadienes.148 
 

 
 

X-ray crystal structures of both spiro-bis-boraamidinates145 and spiro-bis-
diazabutadiene radicals have been reported,148 and they reveal that both com-
pounds adopt spirocyclic geometries in the solid state. However, the two di-
azabutadiene ligands in 21 exhibit distinctly different metrical parameters,148a,c 
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whereas the structures of spiro-bis-boraamidinate radicals 20 are fully symmet-
ric. Subsequent EPR and computational studies confirmed that the electronic 
structures of these radicals are totally different. In spiro-bis-boraamidinate radi-
cals, the spin density is distributed uniformly over both ligands,145 whereas in 
spiro-bis-diazabutadienes the unpaired electron is essentially localized on only 
one ligand.148 The differences in the electronic structures of 20 and 21 naturally 
originate from the morphologies of their SOMOs. Boraamidinate ligands have 
an antisymmetric S-type HOMO, which means that the conditions for spirocon-
jugation are fulfilled (Figure 11, left).145 In contrast, diazabutadiene ligands have 
a symmetric HOMO, which means that the SOMO of spiro-bis-diazabutadienes 
would be doubly degenerate (Figure 11, right). Consequently, spiro-bis-
diazabutadiene radicals undergo Jahn-Teller distortion and subsequent locali-
zation of the spin.145 The structures of 20 and 21 are excellent examples of how 
seemingly small changes in the ligand framework can have a drastic effect on 
the orbital structure and the distribution of spin density. 

4.3 Results and discussion 

Although most of the stable neutral spiroconjugated radicals are based on the 
phenalenyl framework,143 spiroconjugation is by no means an unique property 
of these systems as shown in the previous sections of this chapter. In principle, 
any two chelating ligands that both have antisymmetric S-type frontier orbitals 
can be used to realize spiroconjugation. However, in order for the ligand to be a 
useful building block for neutral spiroconjugated radicals, it should also exhibit 
redox non-innocent behavior and be able to effectively delocalize the unpaired 
electron over the entire molecular framework. 
 

 
 

The monoanionic N,N’-chelating β-diketiminate (NacNac) ligand (22; R1,2,3 
= H, alkyl, aryl) is known to form a plethora of coordination complexes with a 
range of different metals. 149 However, there are only a very few reports which 
describe the redox properties of this ligand framework.150 This is somewhat 
surprising as the ligand has a low-energy antisymmetric S-type LUMO that 
could potentially accept electron density and take part in spiroconjugative in-
teractions. From this background, detailed computational and experimental 
investigations of the suitability of the NacNac ligand in the synthesis of new 
spirocyclic main group radicals were initiated. This represents an attractive ob-
jective as the versatility and tunability of this particular ligand framework is 
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ideal for the generation of a new family of paramagnetic coordination com-
pounds. The original results of this work were reported in full in research Paper 
IV.  

4.3.1 Computational analysis of the β-diketiminate ligand as a new building 
block for stable main group radicals 

In combination with a group 13 element in an oxidation state +III, two NacNac 
ligands are expected to give rise to spirocyclic cations which can then be re-
duced to neutral radicals 23-26. However, cationic 2:1 complexes of the NacNac 
ligand with group 13 elements are virtually non-existent, the sole characterized 
member being [24d]+, and their redox chemistry is completely uncharted.151 
Consequently, due to the scarcity of the experimental data, computational anal-
yses were done for a number of potential candidates (a-k), which offered a way 
to select the most promising systems for further synthetic work. 
 

 
 

The computational analyses were started by optimizing the geometries of 
23-26 at the DFT level. Frequency calculations were performed for all optimized 
geometries to confirm the nature of stationary points found. These revealed that 
the majority of the investigated systems are stable minima on the potential en-
ergy hypersurface, thereby confirming their viability as synthetic targets. How-
ever, it was found that the optimized structures of gallium and indium radicals 
had lower point groups than their boron and aluminum analogues, indicative 
of either incomplete or missing spiroconjugation. Consequently, more detailed 
computational analyses were conducted only for derivatives 23 and 24. 

The investigation of the frontier MOs of 23 and 24 revealed that their SO-
MOs exhibit spiroconjugation (Figure 12). Furthermore, the SOMOs were found 
to have two nodal planes which bisect and create a node at the middle carbon 
atom within both NacNac ligands. This indicates that the -CR3 substituents will 
have only an indirect (steric) effect to the properties of spiro-bis-β-diketiminates. 
In contrast, both -NR1 and -CR2 atoms make a large contribution to the SOMO, 
which means that the electronic properties of the target radicals can be readily 
fine-tuned by varying the substituents at these positions. Substituents that delo-
calize the spin density the most should be favored as this is expected to increase 
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the stability of the radicals. In this respect, NacNac ligands with either aryl 
groups (c, f and h) or neighboring fused rings (i−k) at R1 and R2 positions ap-
peared the most promising candidates. However, it was found that having too 
bulky substituents at these positions prevents conjugative interactions by intro-
ducing structural deformations. Therefore, the aluminum derivative 24j was 
chosen as the first synthetic target.  
 

 

Figure 12. The SOMO (left) and spin density (right) of 24j. Color code: orange = α spin den-
sity, green = β spin density. 

4.3.2 Experimental synthesis and characterization of a paramagnetic alumi-
num spiro-bis-β-diketiminate 

Treatment of the ligand 27152 with 1 equivalent of n-BuLi and 0.5 equivalent of 
MeAlCl2 gave the 2:1 complex 28 as an orange powder in 57% yield (Scheme 1). 
The methyl group in 28 was easily eliminated by reacting 28 with a stoichio-
metric amount of either tris(pentafluorophenyl)- or triphenylborane to afford 
the salts 29a and 29b as orange powders in good yields. The desired radical 24j 
was obtained by treating the salts 29a and 29b with a stoichiometric amount of 
decamethylcobaltocene or cobaltocene. During mixing, the initially orange red 
solutions of 29 turned intensely dark and evaporation of the solvent yielded 
grayish brown solid residues which were analyzed by spectroscopy and com-
putational chemistry.  
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Scheme 1. The synthesis of 24j. a) 1 eq. n-BuLi, THF, -78°C, 1h; b) 0.5 eq. MeAlCl2, THF, -
40°C, 1h, 45°C, 45 min, 57%; c) 1 eq. B(C6H5)3, CH2Cl2, RT, 2 h, 82 % / 1 eq. B(C6F5)3, CH2Cl2, 
RT, 2 h, 60%; d) 1 eq. CoCp*2, CH2Cl2, RT, 24 h / 1 eq. CoCp2, CH2Cl2, RT, 24 h / 1 eq. K, 
toluene, RT, 15 min. 
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All attempts to crystallize 24j yielded either stacked parallel layers of 
plate-like red crystals, which were presumably 24j but unsuitable for X-ray 
analysis, or the expected reduction by-product (cobaltocenium salt of tri-
sphenylmethylborate) as yellow crystals. However, EPR studies supported the 
identity of 24j and its stability. The X-band EPR spectrum of 24j was recorded 
both in toluene and in the solid state, and it shows a broad singlet with a g-
value close to 2.0. Furthermore, the observed EPR signal remained essentially 
unchanged even after months of storage of the solid residue in an inert atmos-
phere. Due to the featureless nature of the measured spectrum, the frontier or-
bital structure and spin density of 24j were also modeled computationally (Fig-
ure 12). The calculations clearly show the presence of spiroconjugation and de-
localization of spin density over the entire molecular framework, confirming 
that 24j is a ligand-centered radical as desired. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation combined three different topics in main group chemistry 
which concentrate on inter- and intramolecular interactions, multiconfigura-
tional character and stable spirocyclic radicals. The focus of the first two chap-
ters was on different bonding interactions between and within molecules, and 
extensive quantum chemical calculations showed that, for the specific systems 
in question, the bonding nature cannot solely be assigned in terms of experi-
mental bond length. The aim of the third chapter was to characterize, both ex-
perimentally and theoretically, new spirocyclic radicals based on the β-
diketiminate ligand. 

Closed shell interactions originate from dynamic electron correlation ef-
fects, whose modeling requires the use of sophisticated quantum chemical 
methods. In this respect, the pnictogen-based dimers X3Pn···PnX3 (Pn = N-Bi; X 
= F-I) and dithallenes RTlTlR (R = H, Me, tBu, Ph) were found to be classical 
examples of dispersion-bound systems. In the former case, the examined 
Pn···Pn interactions were found to be sufficiently strong to be used in crystal 
engineering, whereas in the latter case it was shown that the bonding in the ex-
perimentally characterized dithallene can be largely assigned to kinetic stabili-
zation provided by its bulky substituents. In contrast to these findings, the in-
tramolecular weak Ch···Ch interaction in chalcogen dications Ch82+ (Ch = S, Se) 
was not found to be dispersion-bound, but the observed bonding results from 
the interplay of covalent character and complex, repulsive, dynamic electron 
correlation effects. 

The analysis of bonding interactions becomes even more complex when 
the wave function contains (near) degeneracy effects such as singlet diradical 
character. In this case, not only dynamic but also static correlation effects need 
to be treated appropriately using high-level multiconfigurational methods. Of 
all the systems studied in this dissertation, group 13 dimetallenes REER (E = Al-
In; R = H, Me, tBu, Ph) and tetrachalcogen tetranitrides Ch4N4 (Ch = S, Se) fall in 
this category. Their multiconfigurational character was found to be closely as-
sociated with the key E-E and Ch···Ch interactions that contain an important 
singlet diradical component that had not been previously recognized. In addi-
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tion, the results clearly proved that the E-E and Ch···Ch interactions in these 
systems are much weaker than conventional double and single bonds, respec-
tively.  

Stable neutral radicals can be used as building blocks for novel molecule-
based materials with interesting conducting and magnetic properties. However, 
the number of stable radical families is currently limited and, for this reason, 
the synthesis of new stable neutral radicals is an important research area. There-
fore, the last third of this dissertation was devoted to experimental and compu-
tational studies of spirocyclic bis-β-diketiminate radicals. The successful synthe-
sis of the first paramagnetic aluminum β-diketiminate complex gave strong ev-
idence that the β-diketiminate ligand framework can support a singly reduced 
paramagnetic state and be used to generate a new family of main group radicals. 
These findings were fully supported by computational analyses. 
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